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1 Introduction 
ew interest is being expressed in the human exploration of the Moon and Mars. 

To successfully conduct Lunar and Martian expeditions, the crew must be safely pro-

tected throughout the mission. In particular, returning explorers through the Earth's 

atmosphere is a major safety problem due to re-entry heating and deceleration limits 

on the human body. At this time, the process of aerobraking is the leading candidate 

for returning the spacecraft and crew through the atmosphere 1 . Aerobraking occurs 

when a planetary atmosphere is used to decelerate a vehicle such that the spacecraft 

enters a new orbit around the planet or actually descends to the planet's surface. To 

withstand the re-entry heating conditions caused by aerobraking, a heat shield must 

be used. In these re-entry situations, the heating rates cause the heat shield surface 

to ablate. Therefore, a better understanding of ablation during Earth re-entry is 

necessary. 

Other re-entry conditions may also cause surface ablation to occur. One such 

situation is during the re-entry of a ballistic projectile. For defense purposes, a more 

complete understanding of heat shield ablation is useful. 

Because of these reasons, the purpose of this research is to investigate the ablation 

of re-entry vehicles due to the interaction of a gaseous flowfield with a body's surface 

material. 
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1.1 Motivation 

During the previous decade, new interest has been expressed in the human ex-

ploration of the solar system. The main objectives of the exploration are returning 

humans to the Moon and eventually, to Mars. A chief concern for such missions 

is the protection of the human crew and for unpiloted vehicles, safe-guarding the 

mission payload. One of the most critical aspects of crew protection occurs when 

the spacecraft re-enters the atmosphere of a planet. During re-entry, large heating 

rates occur at the vehicle surface due to high flowfield velocities (i.e. large amounts 

of kinetic energy). There are at least two ways to protect the crew from this heat 

while returning. One method is to reduce the spacecraft speed before atmospheric 

re-entry occurs. To decelerate the vehicle before atmosphere re-entry, either chem-

ical or nuclear propulsion is required. Deceleration due to chemical propulsion is 

feasible but costly. This method of decelerating the spacecraft reql).ires that extra 

payload, in the form of chemical propellants, be placed in orbit and then taken to 

the Moon or Mars with the re-entry vehicle. Deceleration due to nuclear propulsion 

has its difficulties as well. The major obstacle to such a method of deceleration is 

that is has not been tried in a space environment. Because of the economical or 

the technological problems of these deceler?'tion methods, a second alternative must 

be considered for entering a spacecraft through the atmosphere. This deceleration 

process is called aero braking 1• 2 . Examples· of vehicles that use aero braking are the 

pace Shuttle Orbiter and the space capsules of the Apollo, Gemini, and Mercury 
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the rates of mass loss range from 0.5 kg/ to 7.2 kg/ s depending on the location and 

speed of the probe. Similar probes are being considered for studying Mars as well. 

At present, the process of ablation has been studied to some extent experimen-

tally. These experiments are conducted in arc heated wind tunnels, in ballistic range 

facilities, and in actual free flight. However, these experiments are costly and do not 

cover the range of interest or flight conditions for many applications. Because of these 

facts, a general numerical method is developed during this research to analyze the 

ablation of heat shields under any desired condition and for any desired axisymmetric 

geometry. 

1.2 Relevant Physics of Hypersonic Flows 

To study the phenomena of ablation during Earth re-entry, the physics of the 

problem must be understood and modeled correctly. Ablation is affected by several 

factors such as the freestream condition under which re-entry occurs, the geometry 

of the re-entry body, and the material of which the surface is constructed. Thus, the 

problem of ablation is considered in the following three parts: the flowfi.eld, the heat 

shield/solid, and the interface between the two regions. The relevant physics of each 

component can now be described in detail. 

The flowfield has several features which· are of importance for re-entry. The most 

noticeable feature of the flow is the departure of the flowfi.eld gases from inviscid 

and perfect gas assumptions. For hypervelocity flows, the shock wave surrounding 

the vehicle tends to be extremely close to the surface. Also, the thickness of the 
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boundary layer tends to grow as the boundary layer edge Mach number squar d. 

These phenomena combined together may allow the boundary layer to essentially 

merge with the shock wave creating a merged shock layer 43 . Even when the shock 

and boundary layer do not truly merge, a strong pressure interaction occurs which 

is often referred to as viscous interaction. For high Mach numbers, the boundary 

layer grows rapidly which forces the inviscid portion of the flow farther away from 

the body. In essence, the inviscid portion of the flow sees a thicker or more blunt 

body. This alteration of the inviscid flow changes the shock location and shape. An 

example is that shock waves may become curved for flat plates and cones due to the 

boundary layer even though chemistry effects are not present. 

Two important ramifications from this viscous interaction are that the boundary 

layer approximations are not valid when the shock wave and boundary layer merge and 

that several iterations for a boundary layer code are needed to adequately determine 

the displacement thickness surrounding the body and its effect on the shock location. 

To avoid these complications and incorporate the appropriate physics, the full N avier-

Stokes equations or simplified Navier-Stokes equations, such as Viscous Shock Layer 

or Parabolized Navier-Stokes equations, should be solved. 

Aside from the viscous or boundary layer features, the departure of the gas from · 

perfect gas assumptions is critical to gaseou~ properties in the flowfield. By departing 

from perfect gas assumptions, a clarification should be made as to what is meant. For 

low speed flows and moderate supersonic flows in air, the gaseous molecules are not 
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thermally xcited and chemical reactions do not occur. Thi allow th mixtur of 

N2 and 0 2 to be treated as one "averaged" species which is calorically and thermally 

perfect. Calorically perfect gases have constant values of specific heat due to constant 

pressur and constant volume. Thermally perfect gases obey Dalton's Law of partial 

pressures. However, for high speed flows, some of these assumptions cannot be used. 

As a vehicle re-enters the atmosphere, the air passing through the shock surrounding 

th body becomes thermally excited and begins to chemically react. Thermal exci-

tation involves the various internal energy modes of the species within the flowfield 

becoming important. As temperature through the shock increases, the vibrational, 

rotational, electron, and electronic energy modes may become important. As the 

modes become important, the assumption of a calorically perfect gas becomes in-

valid. This is due to the fact that the specific heats of the gas are no longer constant 

and actually become dependent on the flowfield temperature. 

Another important factor is the chemical reactions that can occur within the flow. 

As stated before, the gas is thermally excited. This is important in terms of chemical 

reactions. Research has shown that vibrational excitation of a molecule and chemical 

reactions are coupled. As the internal energies of N 2 and 0 2 are increased through 

the hock, they begin to dissociate and interact with one another. This prohibits 

the u of a single 'averaged" species to de~cribe the thermodynamic and transport 

propertie of the gas. However, the species t~at are formed are assumed to still obey 

Dalton' Law. This a sumption holds as long as temperatures do not become too low 
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or pres ures too high. 

Another concern for modeling the flowfield physics is the presence of thermal and 

chemical nonequilibrium within the flow. If all the internal energy modes could be 

described by one temperature, then thermal equilibrium exists. However, for re-entry 

flows and hypersonic flows in general, the time scale of the fluid may approach the 

time scale of the internal energy modes since the fluid is convected at high velocities. 

Therefore, as the species are acted upon, a finite amount of time is required for the 

energy modes to equilibrate. During this relaxation period, the species are convected 

to a new point in space. This indicates thermal nonequilibrium. For thermal equilib-

rium, the internal modes would adjust instantaneously at the point where they are 

acted upon. 

A similar effect involving chemical reactions also occurs. As the molecular species 

pass through the shock, temperature begins to rise which causes the freestream 

molecules to chemically react. The chemical time scales are on the same order as 

the fluid time scales which creates a state of chemical nonequilibrium. 

Although the examples given are for flow passing through a shock and the gas 

being heated, a similar effect occurs when flows are expanded as well. During an 

expansion, the flowfield temperature begins to drop. The energy modes in an excited 

state try to move energy into lower states or to other energy modes. This process takes 

a finite amount of time. Chemical reactions take place due to the lower surround-

ing temperature. Therefore, thermal and chemical nonequilibrium are important for 



expansions as well as compressions. 

Another concern is the effect of thermo-chemical nonequilibrium on the boundary 

layer surrounding the body. Two general effects may occur. The first is for tempera-

tures that decrease near the wall. As the flow approaches the wall and temperature 

drops, the chemical species in the flow begin to recombine. With additional molecular 

species, energy modes, such as the vibrational and rotational modes, become impor-

tant as energy is transferred from the translational mode. Also, the recombination 

of species release heat into the flow and is transferred to the various energy modes. 

The second nonequilibrium effect that may occur is that as the flow is slowed in the 

boundary layer the kinetic energy must be absorbed in the internal energy modes or 

used to dissociate chemical species. 

These nonequilibrium effects have a pronounced effect on shock wave shape, shock 

stand-off distance 6 , and boundary layer thickness. These effects alter the heating at 

a vehicle's surface and change aerodynamic forces such as shear stress and pressures 7 . 

To correctly model the physics of a hypersonic flowfield, thermo-chemical nonequilib-

rium must also be included for re-entry conditions. 

The heat shield or ablator material must be physically modeled. The most impor-

tant aspects of modeling the solid are based on the material selected for the shield. 

Important properties of the material are heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and 

density. Another factor to be considered is the phase change of the material. Ques-

tions concerning how the material changes phase and under what conditions must be 
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addressed. The possibilities of chemical reaction between the flowfield species and 

the ablator s species is also of interest. Depending upon the phase change and reac-

tivity of the material, mechanical factors come into play. These mechanical effects 

determine whether surface material is removed due to shear stress. The process of 

surface material being removed due to pressures and shear stress is called spalling. 

The final physical concern is the interaction of the flowfield and the ab la tor. To 

accurately model the ablation process, the two regions must be correctly coupled. As 

a vehicle enters the atmosphere, the heat shield has a certain temperature distribu-

tion. During the re-entry, the vehicle descends through the atmosphere. In turn, the 

shock wave surrounding the body becomes stronger and moves closer to the body's 

surface. This causes a large temperature gradient and corresponding heat flux to 

the vehicle surface. As the descent continues, this applied heat flux causes the sur-

face temperature of the vehicle to increase and heat is propagated into the material. 

Since the descent trajectory is a transient phenomena, the heat flux to and through 

the surface is also time dependent. To model this conduction of heat, conservation of 

energy at the surface must be maintained. Also of concern is the state of the surface 

material. If the heat pulse or heating rate is too large for the material in its present 

form, then either the material undergoes a phase change or chemically reacts with the 

flowfield species. In either case, surface m~terial leaves the vehicle. This departure 

of mass must be taken into account through _the conservation of mass at the surface. 

To accurately model ablation, each physical region must be modeled as completely 
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and accurately as possible. Some attempts have been made to do this in the past and 

this will be our next concern. 

1.3 Background 

What is ablation? In the technical literature, the term ablation is used frequently 

without a specific definition being given. Also, the word ablation is used in studies 

which, in actuality, are not true ablation studies. The most frequent abuse of the word 

ablation comes from studies in which only sublimation of a heat shield is examined. 

Minges 8 gave the definition for ablation as "a self regulating heat and mass transfer 

process in which incident thermal energy is expended by sacrificial loss of material." 

Simply put, ablation is the process where surface material is removed due to one 

or more of the following mechanisms: chemical reactions, material phase change, or 

mechanical stress. The chemical reactions that remove surface material can either 

occur between the flowfield species and the ablator or occur between species already 

contained within the ablator itself. As for phase change, this process is material de-

pendent. Given certain pressures and temperatures, a material may either liquefy, 

vaporize, or sublime. Ablation models concerned with chemical reactions and phase 

change mechanisms are called thermo-chemical models. The final mechanism of mate-

rial removal is due to mechanical stresses, aerodynamic shear stresses, and pressures 

in the flowfield. This mechanism is called spallation. Ablation models concerned 

with mechanical removal of material are called thermo-mechanical models. Typically, 

palling or thermo-mechanical ablation occurs at very high pressures. These pressures 
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are not encountered for lifting re-entry and are not encounter d for ballisti r - ntr 

until low altitudes. Another complication of spalling is that the surrounding flowfi ld 

would be a two-phase flow consisting of gaseous species and chemically reacting ab-

lator particles. Due to the fact that spalling occurs at high pressure or would mak 

the solution of the flowfield extremely complex, thermo-mechanical ablation is not 

included in this study. 

With the process of ablation defined, the next issue is to determine where ablators 

are commonly used and why. Ablators have two major uses in aerospace applications 

both of which are for thermal protection systems. The first use is to line rocket 

nozzles. These ablators help protect the underlying structure of the nozzle which 

allows it to maintain its shape for aerodynamic and load bearing purposes. The more 

noticeable use of ablators is for heat shield protection during atmospheric entry. The 

heat shield helps protect the crew and cargo in the entry vehicle. In both applications, 

the ablator works in the same fashion. As the material is heated, mass leaves the 

surface. This departure of mass helps in two ways. The mass leaving the surface has 

a finite velocity which decreases the velocity and temperature gradients at the wall. 

Shear stress and heat flux are related to the velocity gradient and the temperature 

gradient of the flow, respectively. As the gradients are decreased, both shear stress 

and heat flux decrease. The mass leaving the surface also helps by taking energy 

away from the surface in the form of latent heat. For a material to change phase, 

an amount of energy equal to the latent heat must be absorbed. This energy is then 
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carried away in gaseous or liquid form. 

The next concern is what types of ablators exist. This is a very broad question 

but in general there are basically two types of ablators. Non-charring ablators con-

sist of virgin material and a very thin pyrolysis zone at the surface of the material. 

Examples of non-charring ablators are commercial grade graphites and teflon. These 

ablators typically have very little spallation until very high pressures are encountered. 

Charring ablators are the remaining type of ablators. Charring ablators have three 

distinct regions which are virgin material, pyrolysis zone, and char remnant. These 

ablators start as pure virgin material. As combustion and sublimation takes place, 

the material begins to degrade which leaves a char skeleton behind. This skeleton 

is typically carbonaceous. The combustion and sublimation take place over a finite 

region which is called the pyrolysis zone. The char remnant further reacts with the 

pyrolysis gases and gases coming from the exterior flowfield. Char regions are also 

more likely to spall due to their exposure to flowfield shear stresses. Examples of 

charring ablators are carbon-carbons, carbon phenolics, and nylon phenolics. These 

materials start with a framework of carbon or nylon filaments and then are impreg-

nated with either resin or carbon fillers. The fillers or resin react first leaving the 

filaments as the char material. 

1.4 Previous Work 

A great deal of work is conducted in ablation. The work can be divided into 

experimental and numerical work. The experimental work involves the actual testing 
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of material and geometries in high enthalpy flows. The numerical work is typically 

based on experimental evidence. This work involves the development of surface mod-

els or ablation models. These ablation models are used in conjunction with flow-field 

olvers and in some instances with heat shield solvers. 

1.4.1 Experimental Work 

The properties and characteristics of ablators are known due to experimental 

evidence. This evidence is obtained through one of three sources: arc heated wind 

tunnels, ballistic range tunnels, or actual flight tests. 

Arc heated wind tunnels are a common method for obtaining data on ablators. 

These tunnels are good at reproducing enthalpy levels that occur in entry flight. 

Under certain circumstances, they may also produce Mach numbers from the low 

subsonic values to those on the order of 9. These tunnels do have weaknesses. They 

produce flows that are not uniform in most cases. The flows that th~y produce are 

not in thermal or chemical equilibrium. And for most tunnels, the thermodynamic 

state of the freestream flowfield is not known. Due to the nature of the electric arc, 

the level of metallic contaminants is not known and can interfere with the ablation 

test. 

To overcome some of the problems with el_ectric-arc tunnels, ballistic range tunnels 

are used. These tunnels are essentially guns that fire projectiles, in this case ablation 

te t pecimens down a track into a gaseous mixture. The mixtures range from air 

to ingle species gases such as argon or helium. Ballistic tunnels are useful in that 
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the freestream conditions are uniform and well known. The pressure in such tunnels 

can be varied to give a range of re-entry or hypersonic conditions. A disadvantage 

for these tunnels is that the test time is short. 

The most realistic method and accurate way to test ablation specimens is to 

conduct actual flight experiments. The major advantage is that the freestream con-

ditions, Mach number, flight time, and total enthalpy are similar to those that are 

expected for a full scale model or for the desired re-entry. The major disadvantage is 

cost. To flight test ablators, a ballistic launch is needed or extra rockets are required 

to accelerate the specimens to the desired speeds. 

With the methods mentioned above, a large number of experimental tests have 

been conducted for various materials. Most tests were conducted for graphite or 

carbon based materials. A major program in the 1970's was the PAssive Nosetip 

Technology (PANT) program 9 . This program was a test of predominately Union 

Carbide AT JS commercial graphite. Tests were conducted in AEDC Ballistic Range 

G tunnel and the Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) 50 MW RENT arc plasma 

tunnel. Major results were stagnation point recession rates, stagnation point pres-

sures, and stagnation point temperatures for blunt bodies with dia_meters of 1.27 cm. 

Lundell and Dickey 10 of NASA-Ames also tested ATJ graphite in an arc heated wind 

tunnel. As with most researchers, they gave stagnation point surface temperature, 

pressure and recession rates. Lundell and Dickey's experiments are most likely not 

reproducible since they failed to give adequate freestream conditions such as velocity, 
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empera ure. pre ure and pec1e concentration . laah n-is examined everal car-

bonaceou material . Thee included ATJ graphite, glass-like carbon and pyrolytic 

carbons. • nfortunately. he al o failed to gi, e adequate information to duplicate hi 

experiment either numerical} • or experimentally. Further attempt to obtain the 

free tream conditions were also unsuccessful 16 • 

Other experimenters have also examined graphitic materials as well. These ex-

periments are too numerous to mention. However a description of what t) pically 

happens during an experiment is given here. Due to the arc heated tunnel ballistic 

range or free flight a graphite surface is heated in air and begins to chemically re-

act. If the initial heating is low enough the ablation is governed by rate controlled 

chemical kinetics. The amount of material removed from the surface is strictly de-

pendent on how fast the material chemically reacts with the surrounding gas 17 . As 

the surface temperature rises the mechanism for ablation continues to be chemically 

related. However the speed of reaction becomes limited by the slowest process in the 

reaction. For graphite combustion this becomes how fast oxygen species can diffuse 

to the surface 1; and react with the graphite. Therefore the first process for ablation 

i chemical reactions that are rate-controlled and then are diffusion controlled. As 

the urface temperature is further increased phase change of the material becomes 

important. How the material changes phase depends on temperature and pressure. 

For mo t carbonaceou materials the triple point is on the order of 100 atm and 4000 

J{ 1 
• 

19
. For aero pace applications, pressures do not achieve values on the order of 
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100 atm until ea leYel altitudes. Therefore most carbonaceous materials such as 

commercial grade graphites, sublime during a phase change as opposed to liquef ing. 

Re earchers who ha, e examined ablation due to rate controlled diffusion controlled 

or sublimation processes for graphite and carbonaceous materials are Lundell and 

Dickey 10 faahs 11 - 15 Metzger et. al 20 Rosner and Allendorf 21 - 23, Miller and Sut-

ton 24 and Park 25 - 27 . 

1.4.2 Numerical Work 

From these experiments several numerical ablation models were developed. These 

models vary in sophistication. Using Scala's theoretical 17 - 29 work, Metzger 20 presents 

a semi-empirical model that relates the surface mass flux to the surface temperature 

and pressure. The semi-empirical model incorporates effects of rate controlled and 

diffusion controlled ablation, as well as, sublimation. Other models that include dif-

fusion and rate controlled ablation exist 12 . However, these models are limited to a 

narrow range of conditions similar to that of the experimental conditions. Another 

drawback of these models which are often referred to as "s versus Tw' models, is 

that the surface physics of the problem are obscured. The exact species that leave 

the urface are unknown and whether the surface is in a state of chemical equilibrium 

or nonequilibrium is unknown. 

eeing the inadequacy of that type of model some researchers attempted to de-

Yelop more general thermo-chemical ablation models that include the actual surface 

thermochemistry. The thermo-chemical ablation models are based on chemical equi-
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librium between the flowfield species and the surface material 10• 
29

• 
30

• 
31 or include fi-

nite surface reactions rates between surface material and flowfield species 21
• 

25
• 

32
• 33 • 

34
• 

The chemical equilibrium models assume infinitely fast reaction rates on the surface 

and with surface material. This may not be physically true for regions of expansion 

or lower pressures. By assuming chemical equilibrium, the chemical composition at 

the surface is obtained from equilibrium constants as supplied by references such as 

the JAN AF tables 35 . Finite reaction rates allow sublimation and evaporation to be 

examined for conditions that are far from the equilibrium phase change rate. Both 

chemical and phase change finite reactions are based on kinetic theory 21 - 23 , 32 , 34 , 36 

and encompass chemical nonequilibrium conditions. Ablation models with finite re-

action rates are concerned with the development of accurate reaction probabilities 

and evaporation coefficients. 

The next aspect of numerical work is to incorporate a given ablation model with a 

flowfield solution technique and/or with a solution scheme that examines the effects 

of ablation on a solid material. Numerical studies of this type are numerous and 

include various assumptions. 

The earliest ablation studies are restricted due to computer limitations and nu-

merical algorithms. Due to these facts, most flowfield solutions were restricted to 

boundary layer solutions 10 • 28 • 29 • 31 • 37 - 42 . To obtain a boundary layer solution, an 

inviscid flow region must exist between the shock and the boundary layer. As stated 

before, this does not always occur for hypersonic conditions. Another major limitation 
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of boundary layer codes is due to the assumptions inherent in boundary layer theory. 

The assumption that the pressure gradient normal to the vehicle surface is zero may 

not be true for hypersonic flow 43 . Another area of critical importance in modeling 

ablation is that mass must depart from the surface. This means a velocity normal to 

the surface exits and the pressure gradient is again not likely to be zero. For massive 

ablation cases, the pressure gradient normal to the wall is definitely not zero 29 . Care 

must be taken when boundary layer codes are used so that the underlying boundary 

layer theory assumptions are not violated. 

To indicate what early boundary layer studies typically encompassed, a few ex-

amples are discussed in detail. One of the earliest numerical studies of ablation is 

given by Scala 17 . The flowfield is solved using a boundary layer technique while heat 

conduction into the solid is ignored. The surface conditions are taken into account by 

assuming chemical equilibrium between the flowfield species and the selected graphite 

material. This assumption neglects the possibility of nonequilibrium reactions be-

tween the flow and the solid. However, at the time of this study, little data existed 

on reaction rates between graphite and typical air species. Scala and Gilbert 29 did 

another study of graphite where sublimation is also included at the surface. Again 

a boundary layer technique is employed for the flowfield solver and heat conduction 

into the solid is ignored. The interface between the solid and flowfield is assumed to 

be in equilibrium. The conservation of mass is assured through an elemental surface 

ma balance. A final study by olan and Scala 44 focused on multi-dimensional heat 
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conduction into pyrolytic graphite. Unfortunately, they did not mention the flowfield 

solver or interface conditions for the study. 

The other major numerical effort using a boundary layer approach is due to the 

Aero therm Corporation. In NASA CR-1060 through NASA CR-1065 37 - 42 , an ap-

proach is discussed for developing a non-similar boundary layer code called BLIMP, 

Boundary Layer Integral Matrix Procedure. The boundary layer is allowed to be in 

chemical equilibrium with one species being permitted to be chemically frozen. The 

flowfield solutions are quasi-steady state. Heat conduction is permitted into the solid 

but is limited to a one-dimensional thermal stream tube. In depth charring response 

of isotropic material is included in a program by the name of CMA, Charring Material 

Ablation. The two regions were coupled using a surface energy balance and a surface 

mass balance. For the surface balances, chemical equilibrium or rate controlled pro-

cesses could be specified. However, no information on equations or reaction rates is 

given on the rate controlled process. 

Two studies done with a boundary layer code and surface balances are given by 

Bartlett & Nicolett 30 and Putz & Bartlett 31 . In both studies, heat conduction into 

the solid is neglected as being too expensive. The first study exa~ined the ablation 

of graphite, nylon phenolic, and teflon. The other study examined graphite, carbon 

phenolic, and nylon phenolic. 

More recent numerical studies of ablation. have focused on Viscous Shock Layer, 

\'SL, and Parabolized Na vier-Stokes, PNS, flowfield solvers. There are several ad-
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Yantages to VSL and P S codes over boundary layer codes. For ablation studies 

and hypersonic flows a major improvement over boundary layer schemes is that the 

pressure gradient normal to the wall is not neglected in VSL and PNS codes. These 

schemes do not require an inviscid core region outside of the boundary layer since 

they are applicable to both inviscid and viscous flow regions. 

The PNS and VSL schemes are obtained by reducing or "parabolizing" the N avier-

Stokes equations. The reduction involves eliminating all viscous terms containing 

derivatives parallel to the body surface 45 . In some situations, the heat flux derivatives 

parallel to the surface are also dropped. These simplifications reduce the equation 

set to a mixed set of hyperbolic-parabolic equations in the streamwise direction. 

Both schemes typically require less memory and fewer computations than the full 

Navier-Stokes equations. Computationally, they are often solved by spatial marching 

techniques similar to boundary layer marching schemes. There are disadvantages to 

these schemes. A major problem with PNS methods is that the characteristics of 

the equation set change if the inviscid portion of the flow is subsonic. The solution 

scheme for such situations is unstable. Subsonic regions of this type exist for blunt 

bodies which are of interest for re-entry aerodynamics and ablation studies. The 

disadvantages to VSL schemes are that they cannot resolve flow separation in cross 

flow planes and that they are much more app;oximate than either the PNS or N avier-

Stokes schemes. 

Gupta et. al. 46
• 

47 used a VSL approach for Earth re-entry bodies. The flow-
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field species were required to be in thermo-chemical equilibrium. Heat conduction 

into the solid material was neglected which is equivalent to assuming an adiabatic 

surface condition for one-dimensional thermal conduction. To couple the flowfield to 

the ablating surface, a simple ablation model was used. This model relates surface 

pressure to a sublimation temperature and heat of ablation. No chemical reactions 

were considered in removing ablator material. A surface mass balance was used to 

conserve elemental mass and the surface energy balance was used to determine the 

total mass leaving the ablator's surface. 

Henline 48 also examined ablation during Earth re-entry based on the VSL code 

RASLE. Thermochemical equilibrium was assumed to exist in the flow and at the sur-

face interface. The solid was solved using CMA which was discussed earlier. Materials 

considered for the ablator were carbon-phenolic, carbon-carbon, AVCOAT, and silica. 

A major problem for this study involved the CMA code. For each ablating case, a 

non-ablating baseline case was needed to determine a blowing factor correction for 

the CMA code. 

A final case of VSL used for ablation study was the design of the Galileo probe 

heat shield for Jovian entry 3, 4 , 5 . The flow-field of hydrogen and helium was assumed 

to be in chemical and thermal equilibrium. No heat conduction was considered for 

the carbon phenolic heat shield. To coupl~ the flowfield solver to the surface, an 

empirical curve fit was used that related surface heating rate to ablation injection. 

This study was the only one to date that considered the effect of surface recession. 



B , calculating the mas flux at the surface and dividing by the material density a 

recession rate could be obtained. The time of entry was considered and at eight points 

during the trajectory, the recession rate was multiplied by the time to obtain a new 

surface shape. 

The only PNS flowfield solver that was used in an ablation study was due to Bhutta 

and Lewis 49 . They used a three-dimensional solver for a chemical nonequilibrium, 

thermal equilibrium flowfield. A temperature distribution inside the solid teflon was 

assumed constant in time for a one-dimensional solid. The flowfield and solid were 

not truly coupled since a wall temperature was set as well as a specified ablation rate. 

The final consideration is for ablation studies that solved the N avier-Stokes equa-

tions in the flowfield. Conti et. al. 50 uses the full Na vier-Stokes equations for equi-

librium air. A major assumption for this study is that the ablation species do not 

chemically react with the air flowfield species. As for the solid, heat conduction is 

limited to one-dimensional conduction normal to the surface. To couple the two ma-

jor regions, a surface mass balance and a surface energy balance are used. However, 

the surface balances are based on a blowing parameter which is developed from the 

more limited boundary layer codes. 

Another ablation study that used a Navier-Stokes solver for the flowfield was 

conducted by Chen and Henline 51 . They a~sumed chemical nonequilibrium in the 

flow. The solid heat conduction was determined by the CMA code. The two regions 

were coupled using surface mass and energy balances where only sublimation was 
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Also. a surfac mass flux should not be set unless it is based upon the temperature 

obtained for the surface energy balance. 

1.5 Scope of Current "Work 

The present study examines the process of ablation in a new manner. The flowfield 

solver is based on the Na vier-Stokes equations. The flowfield is allowed to be in 

thermo-chemical nonequilibrium for all species. This includes the typical non-ionized 

air species as well as any species introduced by the ablator material or subsequent 

reactions. The in-depth heat response of a non-charring ablator material is considered 

in multiple dimensions. The two regions are fully coupled by a surface mass balance 

and a surface energy balance. The ablation model is a general thermo-chemical 

ablation model that includes the effects of chemical nonequilibrium at the surface. 

To keep the present work from being too broad, only Earth entry is considered. 

As for the ablator material, a non-charring material is preferred to keep the model 

simple yet insightful. A material that is studied extensively for re-entry and ablation 

use would also be desirable. Based on these criteria, the material selected for this 

study is commercial grade graphite 52 , 53 . 
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For the study of ablation two distinct sets of governing equations are required. 

One set of equations governs the flow-field region while the remaining set governs the 

solid material. The flowfield equations for chemicaily reacting flows are presented by 

various researchers 54 • 55 . These equations may be extended to include the effects of 

internal energies for species in the flow 54 • 55 • 56 . The resulting equations are a fully 

coupled set of partial differential equations that included the Na vier-Stokes equations, 

the conservation of mass for each species, and the conservation of various energies. 

The solid equations are developed for· the general theory of elasticity 57 . 

Both sets of equations are based on certain qualifying assumptions. These as-

sumptions plus other factors limit the physical domain where the equations may be 

applied. These restrictions are discussed next. 

2.2 Flowfield Assumptions and Limitations 

The major limitation of the flow-field equations is based on the continuum assump-

tion. The equations as derived in previous references and as presented here are based 

on the assumption that the fluid is a continuous medium. This means that the indi-

,·idual particles, molecules and atoms are not readily discernible from one another. 

For thi to be true, the properties of the fluid such as pressure and temperature 
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must be de cri bable by the statistical averages of the particles in the flow. To ha a 

valid tatistical average a large number of particles per volume must be present. 

The method to determine whether a continuum exists or not is based upon the 

:Knudsen number, Kn. The Knudsen number is a non-dimensional parameter defined 

to be the ratio of the mean free molecular path to a flow-field characteristic length, 

A/ L. A mean free path, A, is the average distance between successive collisions 

of one particle with another which typically increases as altitude is increased or as 

density decreases. The flow-field characteristic length, L, depends on the flow being 

studied. Some characteristic lengths that are used include nose radius, total body 

length, boundary layer thickness, and shock stand-off distance. To determine whether 

the flow is considered a continuum is based on the size of the Knudsen number. 

Typically, if Kn is less than 0.1 or 0.2, the flow is considered continuous for the N avier-

Stokes equations 43 . However, surface slip conditions on velocity and temperature 

may be required for such large values of Kn. For Kn < 0.03, the flow is considered 

a continuum and the standard boundary conditions of no-slip are applicable. 

The next matter is to determine the necessary conservation equations in the gov-

erning equation set. To accurately model the flow-field, the mass of each species must 

be conserved. Also, the conservation of momentum for each relevant spatial dimension 

i required. The number of energy equations to solve in the coupled set is essential 

and is dependent on the problem being examined. 

If th internal structures of atoms and molecules are to be taken into account, 
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then the internal energie are of considerable importance. From quantum mechanics 

the total average energy of a particle is defined as 

= kT28(lnQ) 
t: 8T 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the characteristic temperature of the system, 

and Q is the partition function 56 . This relationship is based on discrete energy levels 

where the energy consists of all available energy modes. The partition function is 

given in the following form. 

Q = L exp( ti/ kT) 
i 

where i is over all possible energy states. For energy modes of translation, electronic, 

vibration, and rotation, the partition function can also be expressed as 36 

Q = Qtr L Qel [~ Qvib (L Qrot)] 
el vib rot 

where the summations are taken over all possible energy states for each mode. Note 

that Qvib is a function of the rotational state. The electronic state is dependent on 

the vibrational and rotational states of the particle, and so forth. However, if the 

energy modes are assumed to be separable into independent types of energy, then the 

total energy of the particle is written as 

This a sumption for energy depends on the accuracy of the problem. For most 

a ro pace applications, the ep.ergy may be broken down into the various energies. 
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For weakly interacting gases, separating energy into translational energy, Etr, and in-

ternal energy, Emt is completely appropriate 56 . If the temperatures are not low, then a 

further separation of lint into electron-electronic energy, Ee/, and vibrational-rotational 

energy is usually an excellent approximation 56 . The vibrational and rotational ener-

gies may be further separated, but this is a poorer approximation than the separation 

of Eel· 

By separating the internal energies from one another and from the translational 

energy, the overall partion function of a particle is allowed to be expressed as 

Finally, this gives 

and 

_ kT 2 8( lnQtr) 
Etr - tr 8Ttr 

_ kT2 8( lnQrot) 
Erot - rot f::irp • 

U-1rot 

(2.1) 

From quantum mechanics, expressions exist for each type of partition function. Fur-

thermore, these independent energy modes allow a characteristic temperature for each 

mode and chemical species to be obtained. However, if a strong coupling of a mode 
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orbits are likely to be excited for air 36. From hese assumptions. wo internal energy 

modes are importan for the cases to be studied. Therefore two energy equations 

need to be oh-ed for the flowfield. 

2.3 Flowfield Conservation Equations 
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The method given to determine the species Boltzmann equation follows the ap-

proach of Mitchner & Kruger 54 , Vincenti & Kruger 56 , and Sutton & Sherman 55
• The 

species Boltzmann equation is essentially a continuity equation for particles of species 

sin a given velocity range 54 . To derive the Boltzmann equation, the kinetic theory of 

particles is used to determine the rate of change in the number of particles of species 

s in the velocity range Cj to Cj + dcj. The velocity of the particle, Cj, is measured in 

an Eulerian frame of reference 

To understand the Boltzmann equation, a few basic relationships are needed. An 

important concept in kinetic theory is the normalized velocity distribution function 

for species s, fs(cj, Xj, t). Very simplistically, the velocity distribution function gives 

how the particles are spread over a velocity range or velocity space. The probability 

of finding a randomly selected particle traveling at a velocity between Cj and Cj + dcj 

is fsdCj. Note that Cj, x 3, and t are independent variables. Although Cj appears to 

be dependent on its location, Xj, and a given time, t, an assumption is make that the 

particle velocities are sufficiently random as to be considered independent of x 3 and 

t. This assumption is referred to as molecular chaos. The number of s particles in a 

given velocity range is 

where ns is the number of s particles per volume and is a function of Xj and t. Another 

important relationship is integration of the distribution function over velocity space. 
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This is 

where ls --+ 0 as Cj ---+ ±oo. Note ls must go to zero faster than Cj goes to infinity. 

This is physically demonstrated by the fact that no object can exceed the speed of 

light. Therefore, the probability of finding a particle as Cj -+ ±oo is zero. The above 

integral states that the probability of finding a particle somewhere in velocity space 

is 1. Another important concept based on integration over velocity space is the mean 

value of a quantity, Q( Cj ). The mean value for a species is 

From the concepts of particle velocities and velocity distributions, the species 

Boltzmann equation can be developed. Boltzmann's equation is based on particles 

leaving or entering a given velocity class in an arbitrary spatial volume, dx 1 dx 2dx 3 = 

d3x, and an arbitrary velocity volume, dc1dc2dc3 = d3 c. The combination of spatial 

and velocity variables is typically called phase space. The number of particles entering 

in an arbitrary volume in phase space in the velocity range Cj to Cj + dcj is 

The change in the number of particles in this velocity class is 

8(nsls) 3 3 rate of change= at d C d x. 

There are three ways for a particle to leave or enter a velocity class in an arbitrary 

volume of phase space. The p~rticle may be convected in or out of the spatial volume. 
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This assumption allows the species Boltzmann equation to be rewritten such that 

The governing equations are obtained by multiplying the species Boltzmann equation 

by molecular properties which are conserved in a collision and then integrating over 

velocity space. During this manipulation, the source term on the right side of the 

equation can become cumbersome. To simplify the notation 56 , the following definition 

is used 

2.3.1 Conservation of Mass 

The mass conservation equation for species s is derived by multiplying the species 

Boltzmann equation by the mass per particle of species s, ms. Integrating over 

velocity space gives 

ote that ms is a constant for each species and that Ps = msns where Ps is the species 

density. The equation is simplified through previous definitions to give 

where Ws is the chemical source term due to collisions between particles and ( Cj )s 

i the mean Yelocity of species s. To simplify the third term on the left side, the 
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following chain rule is used 

_a_(P_s_~-'-$ f_s_) = p s _F_si _a f_s + ls _a P_s_~~$. 
OCj ms OCj OCj 

The second right hand term is zero since Ps in not a function of Cj and Fsi is inde-

pendent or perpendicular to Cj. Therefore, 

!+00 Fsi 8fsd 3 _ 1+ 00 o(ps~fs)d3 Ps C - C. 
-oo ms OCj -oo OCj 

Note that the order of integration can be rearranged such that dcj is the first term 

to be integrated. 

1+00 
Fsi a is d3 -1+00 

[ Fsi f l +oo d2 Ps C - Ps s C 
-oo ms OCj -00 ms -oo 

Recall as Cj ---+ ±oo, ls goes to zero. The result is 

J+oo Fsi Ofsd3 _ O Ps-- C- · 
-oo ms OCj 

The final consideration is to place the notation into standard fluid mechanics 

notation. The mean velocity of each species is typically represented as Us,.i = ( Cj )s 

which is a function only of Xj and t due to the previous integration over velocity 

space. Furthermore, the mass averaged velocity of the mixture is often the preferred 

velocity to use in fluid mechanics. The mass averaged velocity is defined to be 

l ns 
Uj = - LPsUsj 

p s=l 

where ns is the total number of species and p is the total density. The total density 

i defined to be 

ns 

P = L Ps· 
s=l 
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To det rmine the difference b tween the mixture mass averaged velocity and the 

actual particle velocity, c1 , the peculiar or thermal velocity Ci, is defined to b 

Multiplying by the velocity distribution function and integrating over velocity space 

yields 

or 

(2.2) 

( Cj )s is commonly called the diffusion velocity and is represented as Us,j. 

The final form of the species conservation of mass equation is 

(2.3) 

Next, the total conservation of mass can be obtained. By multipling Eq. (2.2) by 

Ps and s·umming over all species the following is obtained: 

ns ns 

L Ps(Cj)s = L Ps'Usj = 0. 
s==l 

(2.4) 

Since mass is neither created nor destroyed, the overall mass production rate is zero. 

Therefore, 

ns 

LWs = 0. 
s=l 

(2 .. 5) 
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Finall , umming Eq (2.3) over all speci th cons rvation of total ma is obtain d 

to be 

8p + 8(pui) = O. 
8t OXj 

(2.6) 

2.3.2 Conservation of Momentum 

The momentum conservation equation for each species is given next. This quation 

is obtained by multiplying the species Boltzmann equation by the particle momentum, 

msci, and integrating over velocity space. 

The first term is reduced to 

The second term becomes 

where the substitution Ci = Ui + Ci is made. The term Ps ( cicj) s is the momentum 

flux tensor which contains the effects of the species shear stress, Ts,ij, and the static 

pressure, Ps. 

The static pressure is obtained from the momentum flux associated with the ther-

mal Yelocity. The momentum flux in a given direction, k, is 
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Over all velocity clas es this becomes 

where dCk = dck. Assuming that all three directions are statistically similar gives 56 

or 

Since pressure acts normal to a given direction, the actual momentum flux associated 

with pressure is 

By Dalton's Law of partial pressures, the static pressure of the mixture is the sum of 

the gaseous species partial pressures. This gives 

ns 

P = LPs· 
s=l 

The species shear stress is defined as 

The Kronecker Delta 8ij, is defined such that 

"·· -11 ' U11 -

0 

1 = J 



The total sh ar stres term is defined as 

ns 

TiJ = L Ts,ij. 
1 

The econd term is finally expressed as 

After considerable manipulation, the third term of the left side is reduced to 

J+oo [ . Fsi 8(nsfs)] d3 _ _ ( D.) 
ffisCi !'.l C - n3 rt • 

-oo ffis UCj 

For ionized flows, 

3 

(2. 7) 

where e is the electronic charge, Zs is the ionic valence, and .Ei is the induced electric 

field. Since ionization is neglected in this study, these terms are immediately dropped 

from the momentum equation. 

The final species momentum equation is 

:t [Ps( Ui + Us,i)] + a~. [PsUiUj + PsUi'Us,j + PsUj'Us,i + Ts,ij + Ps8ij] = ~ST [msci] 
J 

The overall momentum equation is calculated be summing over all species momentum 

equations. This gives 

(2.8) 

The momentum source term sums identically to zero since collisions within the 

a ou mixture cannot cause a change in overall momentum 56 . 
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2.3.3 Conservation of Total Energy 

From the given assumptions for energy two internal modes are used in this study. 

This requires that two energy equations be solved. The translational-rotational energy 

and the vibrational energy are summed to calculate the total internal energy. For this 

study the total energy conservation equation is employed as one of the two energy 

equations to be solved. The species total energy equation is determined by multiplying 

the species Boltzmann equation by ½mscf + lint and integrating over velocity space. 

The internal energy per particle, lint, is limited to vibration and rotation for this 

derivation. The equation is 

Substituting ck =Uk+ Ck and taking the averages implied by the integrals gives 

for the first left side term which is the rate of change of the total energy of species s. 

Therefore let 55 

The econd term is 
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wh re th term qT,j,s is the heat flux associated with the conduction and diffusion of 

molecular translational energy and q1,j,s is the heat flux associated with the conduction 

and diffusion of internal energy. These heat flux terms are defined in the following 

express10ns. 

The term associated with external forces can be reduced to 

Since ionization is neglected in this study, this term is zero. Summing over all species 

gives the total conservation of energy equation to be 

aE a 
ot + ox. [(E + p) Uj + U('Tj + qT,j + qint,j] = 0 

J 

Again, the overall source term is taken to be zero since collisions within the gas cannot 

change the energy of the gas as a whole 56 . The heat flux vectors for the mixture are 

taken to be 

and 

ns 

QT,j = L QT,j,s 
s=l 

ns 

Qint,j = L ql,j,s• 
s=l 
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2.3.4 Conservation of Vibrational Energy 

The remaining energy equation is the conservation of vibrational energy. The 

ibrational energy for each species is developed first and then the vibrational energy 

for the mixture is obtained by summing over all species. The vibrational energy 

equation for each species is developed in a similar manner to the total energy equation 

by multiplying the species Boltzmann equation only by lint and integrating over 

velocity space. This equation can be written directly from the species total energy 

equation as 

The vibrational energy per volume is 

where eint,s is the energy per unit mass. Let the internal energy be the vibrational 

energy mode such that 

where Qv,s is the rate of energy transfer between energy modes and ev,sWs is the 

pecific internal energy added or removed due to chemical reactions. Defining the 

Yibrational energy per volume to be 

ns 

Ev= L Psev,s 
s==l 

(2.9) 
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and the heat conduction of internal energy to be The vibrational energy equation is 

obtained by summing over all species. 

(2.10) 

2.4 Solid Assumptions and Limitations 

The conservation equations for solids come from the general theory of elasticity. 

These equations are ' the fundamental equations for a dynamical theory of any con-

tinuum" 57 . Therefore, as long as the solid is continuous in properties and shape, 

these equations should apply. 

The major limitations for solids come in the inaccuracy of the material proper-

ties. Properties, such as thermal conductivity, heat capacity, Young's Modulus, are 

not well known for most materials. Even materials commonly used, such as alu-

minum, have uncertainties in their properties ranging on the order of ± 29% 69 due to 

impurities. For more exotic materials, such as those used in heat shields, properties 

may not be known or available to the general public. Another problem with certain 

material .properties, especially for composite materials, is that the properties may 

change for a particular substance from production run to production run. Therefore, 

a manufacturer may produce a certain material that has different properties between 

batches. This is even more true when two or more companies attempt to produce the 

ame materials. Because of these uncertainties and the desire to keep the modeling 

of the solid straightforward several simplifying assumptions are made. The density 
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of th olid i held constant. This prevents the solid from undergoing xpans10n or 

compression due to thermal or mechanical stresses. Also, velocities of th material 

and in the material are taken to be zero. This is related to the fact the material is 

not permitted to expand or contract. Finally, stress within the solid is neglected. As 

the conservation equations for the solid are presented, the assumptions are again be 

noted and enforced to simplify the governing equation set. 

2.5 Solid Conservation Equations 

The form of each conservation equation is very similar to that of the flowfield 

equations. The equations as presented here are originally developed by Green and 

Zerna 57 . The conservation of mass or the continuity equation is 

(2.11) 

As in the flowfield equations, pis the total density and Uj is the /h component of the 

velocity vector. However, as mentioned earlier, the velocity is taken to be zero and 

the density is constant. This reduces the above equation to a trivial identity of zero 

equal to _zero. Or in other words, assumptions of constant density and zero velocity 

automatically satisfy the conservation of mass. 

The conservation of total momentum or the equation of motion is expressed as 

(2.12) 

where F, is the body force per unit mass in the ith direction and C7ji is the internal 

tr - in the solid. Again: enforcing the assumptions previously discussed reduces the 
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above equa ion to 

(2.13) 

which states that the body force is identically zero for these assumptions. 

The final conservation equation involves energy. This equation is given as 

(2.14) 

where q is the heat source qk is the heat flux in the kth direction and e is the internal 

energy per unit mass. Once again, assumptions of no stress and constant density 

are enforced. Another necessary assumption involves the generation of heat q. If no 

chemical reactions or radiation is permitted within the solid, then there is no internal 

generation of heat. This reduces the above equation to 

(2.15) 

which is called the unsteady heat equation. By enforcing certain assumptions the 

governing equation set for the solid is reduced from a set of partial differential equa-

tions to one partial differential equation. 

2.6 Final Form of Conservation Equations 

The governing equations as derived to this point are for Cartesian coordinates and 

multiple dimensions. However, the bodies and flowfields for this study are axisym-

metric. Due to this symmetry the equations are expressed in cylindrical coordinates 

wher the derivatiYe with respect to the angular coordinate are zero, i.e. J0 = 0. 
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Th flowfield equations ar 

where 

U = (p1, P2 . . . Pns pu pv Ev, E{ 

and 

P1U + P1U1 

Pns U + Pns Uns 

F= pu 2 + p + Txx 

puv + Txy 

Pns V + Pns 'Vns 

G- puv + 'xy 

pv 2 + p + Tyy 
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ote that the x-axis is the axis of symmetry and y is the radial distance from th 

axi of symmetry. 

The final form of the solid equation is 

where 

au + aF + o(yG) = 0 
at ax y oy 

The next concern is closure of the systems where several physical models are 

required for source terms, heat fluxes, and viscous shear terms. These models are 

discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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3 Physical Modeling 
3.1 Introduction 

The system of governing equations is closed by introducing physical models. The 

models necessary for closure include chemical source terms, equations of state, trans-

port models, and energy exchange models. As each type of model is presented, its 

limitations and inherent assumptions are pointed out. The flowfield closure model is 

presented first. The physical model for the ablator is presented afterward. 

3.2 Chemical Kinetics 

A key issue in adequately modeling the chemical source terms in an ablation study 

is to include all relevant chemical species. These species are introduced by the initial 

freestream species, the gaseous species injected by the ablator, and the_ interaction 

between the flowfield species and the injected species. For an Earth re-entry, the 

initial species are N 2 and 0 2 . As the flow passes through the shock wave surrounding 

the body., additional species are produced by dissociation and exchange reactions. 

The species under consideration for this study are NO, N, and 0. Ionization is 

neglected in order to keep the total number of species reasonable. In addition to 

the e five species, the species injected by the ablator must also be considered. These 

pecies are dependent on the ablation mechanism allowed at the surface and the 

type of urface material present. This study permits both oxidation and sublima-
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tion reactions to occur on the graphite surface. For oxidation reactions only CO is 

considered 21 • 25 . For sublimation reactions the injected species may range from C1 

to C16 and higher 33 • 59 . However, the dominate species for most practical purposes 

are C
1

, C
2 

and C
3 

34

. Only these three species are considered for the sublimation 

reactions. Finally species are also produced through interaction between the flowfield 

and injected species. The species produced for this case are CN and CO 2 . Therefore, 

the total number of relevant species that occur in the flowfield is eleven and are N 2 , 

These species are governed by a set of chemical reaction equations. The flowfield 

chemical kinetics encompass reactions that occur between initial flowfield species, 

gaseous ablation species, and the interaction between these two groups. A set of 

8 dissociation reactions and 16 exchange reactions are considered. The dissociation 

reactions are 

N2+M ___. N+N+M R1 .,..-

02+M ___. o+o+M R2 .,..-

NO+M ;= N+O+M R3 
C3+M ___. C2+C+M R4 .,..-

C02+M ___. CO+O+M Rs .,..-

C2+M ___. c+c+M R6 .,..-

CO+M ___. c+o+M R1 .,..-

CN+M ___. C+N+M Rs .,..-

where Al represents any species that acts as a·collision partner. The exchange reac-

tions are 
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A2 +o o+ 'R,9 
10+0 --->. N+02 R10 ..--

co+o --->. C+02 Ru .,--

C +o ......... o+c 'R-12 .,--

C02+0 --->. 02+C0 'R-13 ..--

co+c --"- C2+0 'R-14 ..--

2 + C ;:::::: CN+N R1s 
CN+C --->. C2+N n16 .,--

C3+C -->. C2 + C2 'R-17 .,--

C0+N -->. CN+0 R1s .,--

C0+N -->. N0+C 'R,19 .,--

co+co --->. C02+C R20 .,--

C2+C0 C3+0 R21 
co+co -->. C2+02 'R-22 .,--

C0+N0 -->. C02+N 'R-23 .,--

N2 + 02 -->. N0+N0 'R-24. .,--

To allow for chemical nonequilibrium, each reaction is governed by a forward and 

backward reaction rate. The forward reaction rate in Arrhenius form is 

kJ,r,m = CJ,r,mT:f,r,m exp(fJJ,r,m/Ta). (3.1) 

The values of CJ,r,m, T/J,r,m, and 81,r,m are obtained from Park et al. 60 and Bhutta 

et al. 
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• These coefficients are listed in Appendix A. For reactions ( Ri), ( R
2

), and 

(R3), T0 is based upon Park's TTv model 61 . Park's model gives T
0 

as 

(3.2) 

Thi averaging of temperatures allows the effect ·of the vibration-dissociation coupling 

to b included in the reaction rates. Although Parks model is empirical and neglects 

the actual internal molecular effects it allows a simple model to be implemented that 

tak - into account a known physical phenomenon. The remaining rates are based on 



T0 = T. The backward reaction rate is determined by the following equation: 

k _ kJ,r,m 
b,r,m - 1-., 

.l\eq,r 
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(3.3) 

wher Keq,r is the equilibrium constant and Ta is evaluated as T. This evaluation 

indicates that as molecules are formed they enter the energy pool at the average 

translational energy. The equilibrium constant is specified by two types of curve fits. 

For dissociation reactions (R.1 ), ('R.2 ), and ('R.3 ) and exchange reactions (R.9 ) and 

(R.10 ), curve fits from Park 36 are used. These curves are calibrated to temperatures 

as high as those that might be encountered near the shock. The necessary curve fit 

and coefficients are listed in Appendix A. The remaining equilibrium constants are 

defined as 

(3.4) 

where 6-n is equal to the stoichiometric coefficients of the products minus the stoi-

chiometric coefficients of the reactants. Note that R and Ru are both the universal 

gas constant, but their units are different due to the curve fits employed. The Gibbs 

Free energy is defined by the curve fit 

G0 
( ) a2 a3 2 a4 3 as 4 a6 - = a1 1 - ln T - -T - -T - -T - -T + - - a 7 RT 2 6 12 20 T • (3.5) 

The coefficients, a1 through a1, are obtained from McBride et al. 62 and are given in 

ppendix A. 

After developing the necessary chemical kinetics, the next concern is the <level-

opment of the chemical source. terms. The chemical source term, ws, is written as 
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a function of the overall reaction rates and the chemical reaction equations as given 

using the law of mass action 63 . For dissociation reactions, the overall reaction rates 

are given by the general formula of 

where c is the selected chemical reaction equation, m is the collision species, r is the 

reactant, and the products are p1 and P2• For the exchange reactions, the rates are 

where the reactants are r1 and r 2 , and the products are p1 and p2 . The dissociation 

reactions are numbered from 1 to 8. The exchange reactions are numbered from 9 to 

24. Finally, these reactions are used in forming the chemical source terms. 
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3.3 Equations of State 

The next concern for the physical model is to define the equations of state for the 

flowfield. The total energy per volume, E, is given by 

1 
E = L PsCvsT +Ev+ 2p(u

2 + v2
) + L Psh;. 

s=l s=l 
(3.6) 

where u and v are the velocities in the x and y directions, respectively, Cvs is the 

species translational-rotational specific heat at constant volume, and h~ is the heat of 

formation for each species. The heats of formation for each flowfield species is listed 

in Appendix A. The total energy consists of the translational-rotational energy, the 

vibrational energy, the mean kinetic energy, and the energy due to the heat of forma-

tion. The translational-rotational specific heats at constant volume are determined 

from kinetic theory as the following: 

, s=polyatomic 
(3.7) 

s=monatomic. 

The coefficient , ! and ~, are based on the translational and rotational thermal de-

gr e. of freedom for each species 56 . For the monatomic species there are three 
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tran lational degrees of freedom and the rotational degrees of freedom are negligible. 

For diatomic species there are three translational degrees of freedom and 2 rotational 

degrees of freedom, or 5 overall. The two polyatomic species, CO2 and C3 are both 

linear molecules. This limits the rotational degree of freedom to two 43 while the 

translational degree of freedom is three. The vibrational energy per unit volume is 

defined as 
nm 

Ev= LPsev,s 
s=l 

(3.8) 

where nm is the number of molecular species in the flowfield. The vibrational energy 

of each molecular species per unit mass is 

nLmod 9s,mR 0v,s,m 
ev,s = /T • M eB11,$,m ., - l m=l s 

(3.9) 

Note, 9s,m is the number of degenerate modes for each vibrational characteristic tern-

perature, 0v,s,m· For diatomic species, only one vibrational mode exists and is singly 

degenerate. However, this study involves CO2 and C3 which have three.vibrational 

modes, with one mode being doubly degenerate. The values for 9s,m and 0v,s,m for 

all molecular species are given in Appendix A. Particular notice should be paid to 

the vibrational characteristic temperatures of C3 . As of the late 1960's, uncertainties 

existed in the values of 0v,s,m for C3. However, the values presented here are given by 

Dolton et al. 33 and Palmer et al. 34 and are taken to be more accurate than those val-

ues prior to the mid 60's. The remaining degeneracies and vibrational characteristic 

temperatures are taken from Park 36 and McBride et al. 62 . 

The remaining equation of state is for static pressure. By Dalton's Law of partial 



pre sures, the static pressure for the gaseous mixture is 

ns PsRT 
P=LNJ· 

s=l s 

The species specific enthalpy per unit mass is 

where ev,s is taken to be zero for monatomic species. 

3.4 Transport Models 
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(3.10) 

(3.11) 

The transport models necessary for the flowfield governing equations include dif-

fusion, viscosity, and heat conduction 56 . Diffusion takes into account the movement 

of mass due to the nonuniform distribution of species within the flow. Viscosity is 

related to the transport of momentum resulting from velocity being nonuniform in 

the flowfield and this effect is incorporated into the shear stress. Similarly, heat con-

duction is related to heat flux or energy transport withing the mixture du·e to energy 

gradients. Each type of transport model is presented here. 

3.4.1 Mass Transport Model 

The modeling of the source term addresses one factor in the continuity equation 

for species. The remaining model involves the diffusion velocities, iis,j • To determine 

the diffusion velocities, the most general equation is referred to as the Stefan-Maxwell 

equation 63 • 64 . 

(3.12) 
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where ni is the particle density of species i, N is the total number density and 'Dsk i 

the multicomponent diffusion coefficient. The vector Gs is defined to be 

0 (ns) (Ps ns) 0 ( ) T O ( ) Gs,i = - - - - - - -- lnp -Vs - lnT 
ox 1 N p N ox i ox i (3.13) 

where V; is the thermal diffusion coefficient. The diffusion velocities for each species 

and for all spatial dimensions can be calculated by inverting the matrix in Eq. (3.12). 

However, this procedure is complicated and expensive. Therefore, a less involved 

method is preferable. The above diffusion equations are simplified by incorporating 

several standard assumptions. These assumptions are that diffusion due to pressure 

gradients and to thermal gradients are negligible. This reduces Eq (3.13) to 

G . - (ns) - oXs 
SJ - -
' OX· N ox· ] J 

where Xs is the mole fraction of species s. Even with these assumptions, a matrix 

expression must still be inverted for the diffusion velocities. To eliminate. the matrix 

inversion, the multicomponent diffusion coefficient is assumed to be constant for each 

species at a given location in space. An expression for the diffusion velocity is obtained 

in terms of the constant diffusion coefficient and species mass fractions given the above 

assumptions. The result is 

or 

~ D 8Cs u ·-----
s,J - C 8 · 

s X1 
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which i commonly called Fick s Law of Diffusion. The assumptions leading to Fick s 

Law are reasonable so long as the difference in the molecular weight of the species 

i not too large. From this expression diffusion velocities or diffusive mass fluxes 

are seen to be proportional to the first derivative of the species mass fraction. The 

remaining concern is to determine a relationship for the proportionality factor, D. 

The diffusion coefficient, D, could be obtained by curve fits for various species. 

However, this is not truly based on Fick's Law and does not guarantee that mass is 

conserved. Another disadvantage to curve fitting is that it is memory intensive and 

computationally expensive. Therefore, another method is required to calculate the 

diffusion coefficient. For this study, the diffusion coefficient is based on the assumption 

of a constant Schmidt number, Sc, of 0.5 where the Schmidt number is functionally 

defined to be 

µ Sc=-
pD 

and µ is the total mixture viscosity which will be defined later. 

3.4.2 Shear Stress Models 

(3.14) 

The shear stresses are assumed to be proportional to the the first derivative of 

the mass averaged velocities. This assumption indicates that the fluid is incapable of 

carrying a shear load and is a basic assumption for Newtonian fluids 65 . The shear 

tre for the fluid is 

(3.15) 
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For cylindrical coordinates the angular shear stress, Tee, is required as well. The 

relationship 63 is 

(3.16) 

The term ,\ is typically called the bulk viscosity or the second coefficient of viscosity. 

The value of the bulk viscosity is determined by using Stokes hypothesis 65 which 

gives 

2 
,\ = --µ. 

3 (3.17) 

The next concern is to determine the proportionality constant, µ, which is the 

total mixture viscosity coefficient. The first step in calculating µ is to evaluate the 

individual species viscosities in the mixture. For this study, a Blottner type curve fit 

is employed. This curve fit is 

µs = 0.1 exp [(A~ ln(T) + B:) ln(T) + c:J. (3.18) 

The values of Ar, B';, and Cf are obtained from Blottner 66 , Gupta 46 , aniCandler 67 

and are listed in Appendix A. The total viscosity of the gas is then calculated using 

Wilke's semi-empirical mixing rule. 68 

(3.19) 

where Xs and </>s are 

(3.20) 

and 

(3.21) 
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(3.22) 

Th quation allow the total viscosity to be calculat d for each point in th flow. 

3.4.3 Heat Flux Models 

Th heat flux of each energy mode has some similarity to th diffusion and to the 

h ar stres models. Recall from the development of the flowfield governing quations 

that the heat flux terms are a combination of energy transport due to conduction and 

diffusion. The conductive heat flux of each energy mode is assumed to be proportional 

to the first derivative of the temperature for that energy mode. This assumption is 

Fourier's Law 69 . The heat conduction equations are 

ar 
q· = -K,-

J 8x· J 
(3.23) 

and 

(3.24) 

As in the earlier sections, the proportionality constants need to be determined for 

the above relationships. In this case, the proportionality constants are the thermal 

conductivity due to translation-rotational energy, "', and due to vibrational energy, 

hv· Th s conductivities are determined from an Eucken assumption 56 . For each 

spec1 this results in th individual translational-rotational conductivities being 

(3.25) 
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The vibrational conductivity for each species is take to be 

(3.26) 

The total translational-rotational conductivity is obtained by usmg Wilke's semi-

empirical assumption 68 

(3.27) 

and similarly for the vibrational energy heat flux 

ns X sKv,s 
Kv= • 

s=l </Js 
(3.28) 

where Xs and <p8 are previously defined. 

The heat flux terms due to diffusion are the result of mass being transported from 

one region of the flow to another. The diffusive heat flux terms for the total heat flux 

term and the vibrational heat flux are 

and 

ns 

qdif f,j = L Psh/us,j 
s=l 

ns 

qdif f,v,j = L Psev,s'Us,j • 
s=l 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

Using Ficks Law of diffusion, a direct substitution for the diffusion velocity is possible. 

and 

nm acs 
qdif J,v,j = - I: pev,sD-a. x· • s=l J 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 
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Final}_·. no ha 

QT .• = q· - Qdi' J,j (3.33, 

and 

Q ib,. = 9t· .• - Qdif r.t•.j 3.34 

3.5 Energy Exchange Models 

The e.·chanae of enerl!Y between internal mode i now con idered. ,,1ien particle 

coUide. they may exchange enerl!Y be ween modes. uch as tran la ional-,-i.bra ional 

or ,ribra ional-rotational. The enenrY exchanae can be directly calcula ed for uch 

impac . However. the co t invoh-ed i computationally e)..-pen iYe and i unnece a.rily 

complicated for the work in he pre_ent tudy. The energy exchanae model in thi 

_tudy i_ a emi-empirical model that i based on the heoretical w-ork of Landau and 

Teller 36 56 and the e)..-perimental work of Millikan and "rute 70 . Thi model has an 

advantaae in being easy to implement and a di adYantaae in that the ac ual phy ical 

in erac ion of the particle i neglected. 

The only internal enerl!\· modes con idered for thi w-ork are tran lational-rotational 

and ,·ibrational. The e two modes are coupled u ina a Landau-Teller model for he 

,·ibra ionaI- ran lational enerl!\· e.-chanae. Two important as umption for thi model 

ar ha he molecules beha,·e like harmonic o cillator and ha only neares level 

uan 1 ran:i ion_ wi hin the molecule_ are permi ed 36. 5 ~. The harmonic approx-

• a o 1.: ·e y poor ear he di_:ocia ion limi of he molecule as he anharrnonic 
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effect become more important. However, these a sumptions allow an approximate 

model that reproduces the general behavior of energ exchange. 

The Landau-Teller expression for vibrational-translational coupling is 

(3.35) 

where 

(3.36) 

< Ts > is the molar averaged Landau-Teller relaxation time as determined by Lee 71 . 

The inter-species relaxation times, 'sr, are obtained from the semi-empirical expres-

sion from Millikan and White 70 

Asr - 1.16 X 10- 3 µ!t20i:} 

MsMr 
Ms+Mr 

(3.37) 

where 'sr 1s m seconds, p is in atmospheres, and µsr is the equivalent molecular 

weight. 

The total source term for the vibrational energy is then given by 

(3.38) 

The fir t term i due to energy exchange between the internal energy modes and the 

econd term accounts for the ,·ibrational energy lost or gained due to dissociation or 

r combination of the polyatomic pecies. 
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3.6 Equation of State for the Ablator 

As with the flowfield, an equation of state is necessary for the solid. This allows 

the conserved variable, E, to be related to the temperature within the solid material. 

The equation of state is 

(3.39) 

where pis the solid's density and Cp is the local heat capacity of the material. Recall, 

for solids that due not undergo expansion or contractions, as assumed in this work, 

that the heat capacity is equal to the specific heat due to constant volume, Cp = Cv. 

The ablator density is taken to be constant for this work. 

Since only one heat capacity is required for the solid, as opposed to eleven specific 

heats in the flowfield, a curve fit is used to obtain the values for heat capacity. The 

polynomial used to obtain heat capacity was taken from Taylor 52 and is 

Cp = 1000.0( -0.6853 + 5.9199 X 10- 3 r 

-5.5271 x 10- 6r 2 + 2.6677 x 10- 9r 3 

-6.4429 X 10- 13 r 4 + 6.1622 X 10- 11 r 5J. 

This curve was fitted to experimental evidence for the temperature range of 300 I< 

to 3000 /{. For ablator temperatures above 3000 I<, the heat capacity is taken to be 

a constant evaluated at a temperature equal to 3000 I<. 
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3. 7 Transport Model for the Ablator 

Heat fluxes in the solid must also be modeled. Again, heat flux is assumed to be 

proportional to the first derivative of the temperature, which is Fourier's Law. For 

the solid this is represented as 

8T q· = -K,-
J ox· J 

(3.40) 

where K is the thermal conductivity of the solid. The thermal conductivity for the 

solid is determined through a curve fit by Taylor 52 

100.0 
K, - --------- 0.680 + 9.82 X 10- 4T. (3.41) 

As with the heat capacity, the curve fit was based on experimental evidence and is 

valid between 300 K and 3000 K. 



4 Boundary Conditions 
4.1 Introduction 
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This chapter describes the various boundary conditions for the cases investigated. 

Boundary conditions are needed for both the flowfield and the heat shield. The as-

sumptions relevant for each region are given. The conditions necessary to fully couple 

the flowfield and the ablating solid are given. With these surface conditions, the sur-

face temperature, pressure, species densities, and injection velocity are determined as 

part of the solution. A detailed derivation for the surface mass balance and the surface 

energy balance are also included. Finally, the physical model for surface phenomena 

is presented. 

4.2 Flowfield Conditions 

The flowfield boundary conditions for this study are typical for supersonic flows. 

The freestream conditions are supersonic so that all variables on the boundary outside 

of the sh0<;k wave are set to fixed values. The outflow is primarily supersonic. Because 

of this fact, a zero order extrapolation is used for all variables. This assumes that 

only a mall region of the outflow is subsonic in the boundary layer and therefore, 

characteri tic boundary conditions are not necessary. Finally, the cases studied for 

thi~ project are all symmetric. To save computational time and memory, only half 

of th body and flowfield are required. This is handled through reflective boundary 
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condi ion at the centerline of the body and flow. The boundary conditions at th 

urface are discussed later. 

4.3 Heat Shield Conditions 

Boundary conditions for the heat shield are based on requirements for ablators. 

Typically, ablators are used to protect humans and payloads from excessive heat 

loads. Therefore insulation is typically placed between the ablator material and the 

payload section of a re-entry body. This indicates that adiabatic conditions should 

be used for the inner wall of the ablator. In this study, the inner wall of the ablator 

is set to be adiabatic and the centerline condition is set to be reflective. The surface 

conditions are discussed next. 

4.4 Surface Conditions 

The surface conditions are used to fully couple the flow-field and the heat shield. 

This coupling is accomplished through a surface mass balance and a surface energy 

balance. These surface balances are derived through assumptions on the conservation 

of mass for each species, the conservation of total mass, and the conservation of total 

energy. 
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4.4.1 Surface Mass Balance 

The surface mass balance is derived from the conservation of mass for each species. 

In vector notation, the conservation of mass for each species is 

( 4.1) 

where Vs is the species mean velocity. As in the fl.owfield, Fick's Law of diffusion is 

assumed to hold at the surface. This relates the species velocity to the mass averaged 

velocity and the species gradient in the fl.ow, 

Dnc 
Vs= V - Cs V s· (4.2) 

Substituting Eq. ( 4.2) into Eq. ( 4.1) and integrating over an arbitrary volume gives 

where V is the volume. Using the Divergence Theorem 72 , the equation above is 

rewritten such that 

[ t• dV + fs(p,V - pD'JC,) • hdS = [ w,dV 

where S is the surface area of the arbitrary volume and n is unit normal facing out 

from the control volume. 

The next concern is relating the time deriv~tives to a more useful form for the 

boundary conditions. To manipulate the partial derivatives with respect to time, 

Leibnitz' Theorem is used 73 . 

d
d r f dV = r aaJ dV + r VB . n f dS 
t lv · lv t ls 
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or 

I 81 dV = i I J dl - j v B • n f d }\, 8t dt Jv (4.3) 

wher Ji an , calar function tB is the elocity of boundary surrounding the volume 

and n i the outward facing normal. Using Eq.( 4.3) a new relationship for the species 

equation i 

( 4.4) 

ext the arbitrary volume is limited to zero. This is done by limiting the thickness 

of the volume to zero such that an infinitely thin slab or lamina is produced. The 

upper surface of the lamina is denoted as "+" and the lower surface is denoted as 

'-'. The unit outward facing normals are n+ and n_. As the volume limits to zero, 

these normals are related such that n+ = -n_. In the limit, the upper and lower 

boundary velocities are equal such that VB,+ = VB,- = VB. The integration over the 

surface area limits to an integration over the upper and lower planes of the lamina 

since the side areas go to zero as the thickness vanishes. This gives S+ = S_. In the 

limit a V goes to zero, Eq.( 4.4) becomes 

(Ps,-(v_ - VB) - p_D_ VCs,-)] . n+dS 

lim (. / WsdV - dd f PsdV) 
v ...... o Jv t Jv 

'uming that ma doe not accumulate in the thin slab as time proceeds, the second 

t rm on the right hand ide i zero. The remaining quantit on the right sid i th 
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chemical ~ource term at the ablator s surface. This term is expressed as 

where m~ is the production of species s per unit area on the surface. The physical 

model for m: is given at the end of the chapter. The species conservation equation is 

expressed as 

To help evaluate the terms in the above equation, the exact location of the upper 

and lower surfaces of the thin slab needs to be specified. For this case, the upper 

surface is assumed to be just outside of the heat shield surface, i.e. in the flowfield. 

The lower surface is taken to be just inside of the heat shield surface. This specification 

gives v_ = Vsolid = 0 due to assumptions giving in the governing equations. For the 

species conservation equation it should be noted that the species in the solid, Ps,-, 

are not the same as the species that exist in the flowfield. This sets Ps,- to zero and 

therefore 

(4.5) 

The notation has been slightly changed where "~" represents conditions just outside 

of the olid or at the wall. The unit normal, n, faces out from the solid. From physical 

data, the velocity at the surface is known to be much larger than the boundary 

" locity. ~w VB. The boundary velocity, VB is typically called the recession rate. 
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Taking this magnitude into account 

... A D nc A • ' Ps,wVw • n - Pw w V s,w • n = ms. (4.6) 

This equation is the typical surface mass balance employed in ablation studies. Note 

the same surface mass balance is achieved if the surface is assumed to be stationary, 

VB = 0 a.s in steady-state cases 

Another important factor to be considered is the conservation of total mass at the 

surface. This factor can be obtained in two ways. First, Eq.( 4.5) is summed over all 

species. The species gradients are eliminated due to 

ns ns ns 

L pDVCs = pD LVCs = pDV L Cs. 
s=l s=l s=l 

where, I:;! 1 Cs = l and the gradient of a constant is identically zero. The mass flux 

at the wall, m~, is defined to be 

(4.7) 

Therefore, the conservation of total mass at the surface is given by 

( -, -< ) A •' Pw Vw - VB • n = mW. (4.8) 

Using the fact that Vw v B, 

The second way the conservation of total mass can be obtained at the surface is 

to s art with the conservation of mass in the flowfield. 

a P + v . (pv) = o 
8t 
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Int grating over an arbitrary volume, 

!v :dV + !v '\7 • (pV)dV = 0. 

Using the Divergence theorem and Eq.( 4.3), the above equation becomes 

!!:_ r pdV+ f p(v-vB)·ndS=O. 
dt Jv ls 

As before, the volume is limited to zero in the thin slab approximation where 

Assuming that mass is not allowed to accumulate over time, the equation becomes 

( .... .... ) " (.... .... ) " P+ v+ - VB • n+ = P- v_ - VB • n+. 

Note that v_ is zero and that P- = Psolid• This gives 

(
.... .... ) A .... A 

Pw Vw - VB • n = -PsolidVB. n (4.9) 

From this equation and Eq.( 4. 7), the mass flux at the wall is 

(4.10) 

Therefore, the recession rate is simply the total mass flux leaving the surface divided 

by the density of the ab la tor material. 

4.4.2 Surface Energy Balance 

The surface energy balance is derived from the conservation of total energy. In 

vector notation the conservation of energy is 

BE 
7ft + '\l • [ v( E + P) J = - '\l . if - v . ( i . v). 
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Th hear term, r · v, i eliminated by a urning that i and v act perpendicular t on 

another. Thi i a reasonable as umption ince v i primarily normal to the urfac 

and r i parallel to the surface. The equation become 

+ v' • [V(E + p)] + v' • q = 0. (4.11) 

Integrating o er volume using the divergence theorem and applying Eq. ( 4.3) the 

above equation becomes 

Limiting the volume to zero in the thin slab approximation gives 

ls [E+(v+ - VB)+ P+V+ + ~] - [E_(v_ - VB)+ p_v_ + q_] · fi+dS (4.12) 

lim dd { EdV. 
v-o t lv 

Assuming that energy does not accumulate within the slab as time progresses and 

recalling that v_ = 0, 

Rearranging this equation gives 

( 4.13) 

E. ·pan ding the right hand side 

E+ - E_ = E+ - E_ + P+ - P+ ( 4.14) 
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For the thin slab approximation, P+ P-. 

E+ - E_ - E+ - E_ + P+ - P- ( 4.15) 

E+ + P+ - E_ - P-

Enthalpy is defined to be H = E + p = ph. 

Substituting this expression into Eq.( 4.13) gives 

.... " .... " h (.... .... ) " h .... " qw. n = qsurface • n - Pw o,w Vw -· VB • n - Psolid solidVB • n 

Using Eq.( 4.9) and Eq.( 4.10) gives 

.... " .... " • (h h ) qw • n = qsur face • n - mw o,w - solid 

This is the standard surface energy balance used to couple the flowfield to the heat 

shield. 

Using the same assumptions at the wall that are used for the flowfield, the following 

relationships are given for the heat flux and enthalpy terms. The surface energy 

balance is expressed as 

iiw = ifcond -.£aT~ - m~(ho,w - hsolid,w). (4.16) 
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The heat flux to the wall from the flow i 

iw = -KflT. fl - Kv VTv. n - f phsDVCs. n. (4.17) 
s=I 

The e term are heat conduction due to translational-rotational energy, heat conduc-

tion du to vibrational energy and the heat flux due to diffusion. The surface heat 

flux is composed of heat conduction from the surface into the body and heat being 

re-radiated into the surrounding flow. 

- .... T4 qsu.r J ace = qcond - £<7 w ( 4.18) 

The heat conduction term is 

(4.19) 

The remaining term on the right side is the transport of energy from the surface due 

to mass removal. The total enthalpy per mass at the wall is given by 

ns 

ho W = CS W hs O W ' L-t ' '' s=I 
( 4.20) 

and 

h T l ( 2 2) ho Ps,w s,o,w = Cv,s w + ev,s + 2 Uw + Vw + s + --. 
Ps,w 

( 4.21) 

The total enthalpy per mass of the solid at the wall is 

( 4.22) 

4.4.3 Surface Pressures and Velocities 

The urface boundary conditions are still needed to specify the pressure and the 

\'elo ity at the ablator urface. Since chemical specie are departing from the urface 
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h v locity at the wall i non-zero. To et value for both velocit and pre ur an 

umption i made that the blowing of ma into the flowfield oc urs normal to th 

body. Thi as umption allows the surface to be treated locally a a one-dim nsional 

problem. oting that the surface velocity is subsonic, the one-dimensional charact r-

i tic boundary conditions are used to solve for the surface pressure 74 . The conserva-

tion of mass for a one-dimensional problem and the equation of state are expressed 

as 

( 4.23) 

ns p R 
T'. s,w 

Pw = Pw w L- ~-
s=I Pw s 

( 4.24) 

The quantity v~ is the velocity normal to the wall. Combining the two equations, the 

velocity at the wall is computed by the following function: 

( 4.25) 

4.5 Physical Modeling of the Surface 

The final concern for the surface is the appropriate model of the chemical pro-

duction terms, m:. The surface reactions take into account the process of ablation 

for both oxidation and sublimation mechanisms. In this case, all surface reactions 

are considered irreversible. These reactions allow for chemical nonequilibrium at th 

urface. The oxidation reactions are based upon the work of Park 25 and are given 

b lov,' 



C(s) + 02 
C(s) + 0 

C(s)+O+O 
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-+ CO+ 0 S1 
-+ CO S2 
-+ C(s)+02 S3. 

These reactions allow for the removal of surface material due to reactions with 

monatomic and diatomic oxygen. The recombination of molecular oxygen is also 

included. The oxidation reaction rates, kw,r ,are based on kinetic theory 36 which gives 

( 4.26) 

where O'.r is the reaction probability for each of the surface reactions and Ms is the 

oxygen-bearing species on the reactant side of the equation. The experimentally 

determined reaction probabilities are 25 

0'.1 
1.43 X 10- 3 + 0.01 exp(-1450/Tw) 

( 4.27) - 1 + 2 X 10- 4 exp(13000/Tw) 

0'.2 0.63 exp(-1160/Tw) ( 4.28) 

Q'.3 0'.2. ( 4.29) 

Note, O'.r is defined as the ratio of the mass flux of oxygen (atoms) contained in the 

reaction product to the mass flux of oxygen reaching the wall. Reactions involving 

nitrogen bearing species are considered too slow as compared to the reactions involv-

ing oxygen and are therefore ignored. Reactions on the surface that form C 0 2 are 

al o considered as too slow and are ignored. 

The ma s flux associated with the surface oxidation reactions are 

( 4.30) 
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(4.' l) 

( 4.32) 

Th ublimation r actions are based upon the Knudsen-Langmuir formulation for 

nonequilibrium evaporabon 32 • 34 . The reactions for the thre carbon species ar 

C( ) -+ C1 S4 
C(s) -+ C2 Ss 
C(s) -+ C3 S6. 

For each reaction the reactant on the left-hand side is carbon in solid form and 

the products are all gaseous. The Knudsen-Langmuir equation is as follows 32 : 

( 4.33) 

where as is experimentally determined for each carbon species. The vapor pressure 

of the three carbon species is given by 34• 32 

( 4.34) 

The values. for O's Ps, and Qs are given in Table 4.1. These equations allow the mass 

flux for C1, C2 and C3 to be determined at the wall. 
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C1 C2 C3 

O'.s 0.14 0.26 0.03 

Ps -85715 -98363 -93227 

Qs 18.69 22.20 23.93 

Table 4.1. Vaporization Coefficients and Vapor Pressure Coefficients. 
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A method to solve the governing equations of the flowfield and ablator is addressed 

in this chapter. As of this time, no general analytical solution is available for the 

extended Na vier-Stokes equations that govern the flowfield. A limited number of 

general solutions for the heat equation of the solid are known, but these solutions are 

greatly restricted due to the required boundary conditions. 

With no available analytical solution, a numerical solution is required. For the 

solution to be obtained, a method that is general in nature and reasonably stable 

is preferred. MacCormack 75 proposes a solution technique that meets these general 

requirements for a perfect gas. This technique is called Gauss Seidel Line Relax-

ation. Candler 58• 76 has further extended this method to include the effects of mul-

tiple gaseous species and multiple energy equations. In previous works 58 • 67 • 76 the 

method is shown to be stable for many geometries and altitudes. Also, the solution 

of flowfield·s around various geometries shows the generality of the method. As a final 

note on the numerical method, both the flowfield and ablator regions are discretized 

into finite volumes and all solutions are calculated for steady state conditions. 
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5.2 The Flowfield Governing Equations 

The axisymmetric flowfield governing equations are writt n in v tor notation as 

follows 

au + aF + 1 a(yG) = w 
at ax y ay (5.1) 

or 

(5.2) 

where U is the vector of conserved quantities and the flux vectors are F and G. 

The source vector is W. This form of the governing equations is often referred to as 

the strong conservation law form. For a multi-species reacting gas with two internal 

energy modes, the vector of conserved quantities, U, is taken to be 

(5.3) 

where ns is the total number of gaseous species and the remaining variables have 

been previously defined. The flux vectors, F and G, are defined by the following: 

F= 

P u_ pDac1 1 ax 

P u -pD~ ns 8x 

pu 2 + P + 'rxx 

puv + Txy 

(5.4) 



G= 

The source vector is written as 

W= 

D ae 
P1V - p Ty 

D 8C 0 $ 
PnsV - P 8y 

puv + 1"xy 

pv
2 + p + Tyy 

Wns 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Although the numerical scheme could be applied to the vector equation given 

above a more general scheme is constructed by transforming the governing equations 

to curYilinear system 45 . The complete details of the transformation are given m 

ppendix B. The transformation is represented as 

(x,y) (l,11). (5.7) 



h 1ain rul f r diff r n ia ion IY -

8,1 8 
= -+--

t 8x TJ 

a , a a,, 8 
-=--+--. y ya, 8y 8,, 

cl 

. ) 

r ing he d finition~ for the tran formati n metri~ allow the ,·ector equation in 

art ian coordinate to b repr ented 

5.10) 

Fr m the abov quation, £:luxe in the computational plane (~, T/) are defined o be 

( .11) 

(5.1:..) 

Th n w flowfield oYerning equation in Yector form i 

8c 1 8 F' 1 8G' . -+--+-- = n 
at y 8' y 817 • ( .13) 

5.3 Discretization of the Flowfield Equations 

h vermn quation can be di cretiz d in h, o wa • to yield approximate 

u ti n t r he fl wfield. The~e di cretization h me are finite Yolume and finite 

:liff r nc • he r ulL of each di cretiza ion giY identical numerical cheme~ under 

-1" n nditi w. Th fir method di cu ed i for a finite difference cheme and i 

d n th pr viou-ly d rfred tran formed quati n 

[' 

t 
1 8F 1 l • G' . 
----- -- = H. y C y 0 
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To obtain an implicit cheme, the fluxe and source terms must be evaluated at the 

di cretized time level n + l. l sing an Euler Implicit scheme 74 gives a first order 

time, central differenced space method such that 

For implicity, let 

This gives the implicit discretized equation as 

f:[J, tlt [F'n+l p1n+1 + G'n+l a1n+1 ] = AtW.:'-,J:f-1. u i,j + -y-. i+l/2,j - i-1/2,j i,j+l/2 - i,j-1/2 L..l , 
t,J 

The second method discussed is based upon the original governing equation in the 

physical plane and leads to a finite volume approximation. 

au + 1 a(yF) + ! a(yG) = w. 
at y ax y ay (5.14) 

Integrating over an arbitrary volume and applying the Divergence Theorem gives 

!v y dV + hy F', yGj) • i,,dS = !v y w dV 

where n is the outward facing normal of the surface and z and j' are the unit normal 

Yectors in the x and y directions, respectively. The discretized form 74 is 

8U· · 
Y,,j tlt ¼,j + I: (yFz, yGj) • nS = Yi,j wi,j ¼,j 

sides 

where Yi,1 is the centroid of the cell surface area. In this study, only quadrilateral 

c 11 or \'olume are con idered. The summation is evaluated by considering the dot 
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product of th £luxe they cro each c 11 face. An example for the i + ½ urface 

g1v 

where ·+ 1 • is the area of the face and the direction cosines are six and ~.y· The 
t iJ ' 

area is evaluated such that 

The integration or the summation must proceed in a clockwise direction around the 

contour. Due to the definition of the direction cosines, the following is obtained for 

the i - 1/2 face 

A similar approach is used for the fluxes in the rJ direction. The discretize~ equation 

IS 

From the transformation 77 , 

dxdy = J dedrJ. 

In thi di cretization 1 d~ ~l = 1 and drJ 6rJ = 1. This identically gives 

that th tran formation Jacobian J is equal to the volume of the cell, ¼,j• By 



ub i utin r la ion for th dir ti n ,in , and th Y lum fr n in App ndi · 

th appr .·imat d o, rnin quati n an b writt n 

whi hi, id nti alt th ul r implicit h m d riv d fr m th ran f rm d qua 1 n. 

In thi , tudv th finit volum approa h i u d wh r h n rv d v riabl ar 

·tor d a 11 av rag d valu . 

5.4 Flowfield Numerical Method 

Th n ·t one rn i how to aluat th t rm in th di r tiz d quation. Th 

following ction di cus how to valuat th flu r tor plitting th impli it t rm 

th vi cou flux v ctor and th di er tized d rivati 

5.4.1 Flux Vector Splitting 

To impl m nt th d sir d m thod th flux v tor p1n+1 and G1n+1 ar pa.rat d 

into two part . Th part ar r lat d to th onv ti and diffu i t rm f th flux 

v ctor • Thi ma al ob consid r d as separating th flux into invi id and i u 

v tor . 

( .1 ) 



wh r F, and G, ar 

P1U 

PnsU 

F1 - pu2 + p (5.16) 

puv 

Evu 

(E + p)u 

PnsV 

Gr= puv (5.17) 

pv2 + p 

Evv 

(E + p)v 

The inviscid flux vector may linearized by the following Taylor series expansion 

F'n+i = F'n + 8F? (un+1 _ Un) r I au . 
G'n+1 = G'n + act (un+l _ un) 

I r au . (5.18) 

• t that F? and Gt are first order homogeneous in U which allows the following 



r lationshi p to be u ed 

F'n = aFt un 
1 au 

G'n = ac7 un 
1 au 

L t the inviscid flux Jacobians be defined such that 

A'n = aFt 
au 

B,n = aG'F 
au· 

Substituting these quantities into the linearized flux term gives 
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(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

For brevity, only the terms concerning the flux vector Ft are given hereafter. The 

flux Jacobian, A'n can be divided into fluxes moving in the positive t direction and 

in the negative e direction such that 

To separate A'n into positive and negative components, a diagonalization must be 

performed where 

A'n = au . av aF;n . av 
av au av. au (5.22) 

where F i a non-unique vector of primitive variables introduced for convenience to 

·implify the diagonalization. The vector of primitive variables used in this study is 

\ = (pi, • • • 1 Pns U V Eu P) T (5.23) 



qua ion (5.22) ma· b forth r xpand d b th r lation 

(5.24) 

Th matrix AA i a diagonal matrix consisting of the eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian 

A'n. Thi proc <lure and matrices are given in complete detail in Appendix C. Defining 

that 

s-1 = au and S = av av au 

The flux Jacobian associated with the~ direction becomes 

(5.25) 

The diagonal matrix is separated into positive and negative components 

(5.26) 

where the positive elements of AA, are retained in AA' while the negative elements 
+ 

ar in AA'_. The split flux Jacobians of Ft are 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

Th complete details of this diagonalization procedure are given in Appendix C. A 

imilar approach for the flux J acobians of Gt is al o used. The diagonal matrices as 

w 11 a~ th igenvector for B'n, are given in Appendix C. 



The major concern for the discretized flow is where to evaluate the convective 

fluxe , p1n and G'n which are crossing the volume surface. The data for the conserved 

variables is stored at the volume cell center not at the surface. To evaluate the 

fluxes at cell surfaces some approximation must be used. For this study, an upwind 

approximation is used for the inviscid terms. This means that a flux traveling in the 

positive e direction crossing a surface at ( i + ½, j) must have originated at the cell 

centered point (i,j) or for second order accuracy, from the points (i,j) and (i -1,j). 

Similarly for the flux traveling in the negative e direction, information must propagate 

from the cell center (i + 1,j) or from the points (i + 1,j) and (i + 2,j), depending on 

the desired accuracy. The inviscid flux vector crossing the surface at ( i + ½, j) is 

F'n A'n unL + A'n unR 
I i+I/2,j = + i+l/2,j i+I/2,j - i+I/2,j i+l/2,j 

where "L" means information from the left and "R" means information propagating 

from the right 74 . For first order accuracy, 

U nL Un ·+1/2 • = .. t ,J i,J 

UnR Un 
i+l/2,j = i+l,j" 

For second order spatial accuracy, 

unL 3Un 1 Un 
i+l/2,j = 2 i,j - 2 t-1,j 
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cond ord r accuracy 1 u ed throughout most of the flowfield. However, n ar shocks 

or other large gradient in the flowfield first order accuracy i used to prevent nu-

m rical o cillation and to increase olution stability. The method of switching from 

first to cond order accuracy is given by 

where /3 is ranges from O to 1. The definition of /3 is 

where 

(ap) 2 
_ [ Pi+1,j - Pi,j ] 

2 

8~ i+1/2 min (Pi+i,i' Pi,i) 

For flux vectors in the 77-direction, a similar procedure is enforced. 

The next concern for the inviscid flux, F?, is the evaluation of the split flux 

J acobians at the cell surface. The main technique is proposed by Mac Cormack. 75 

and iL re£ rred to as Modified Steger-Warming flux vector splitting. Both J acobians 

ar valuated at the same location such that 
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Th oth r technique for evaluating the plit flux Jacobians i given by Steger and 

\\ arming 7 
• The Jacobians for thi method are evaluated such that 

Candler and MacCormack 76 state that the suggested scheme of Steger and Warming 

is more dissipative than the scheme suggested by MacCormack. Due to this fact, 

the Modified Steger-Warming method treats boundary layers more accurately. How-

ever the increased dissipation of the Steger-Warming method is useful in preventing 

oscillations at the shock and thereby maintaining stability. In this study, the split 

flux Jacobians are evaluated primarily in the form suggested by MacCormack. Near 

the shock, the flux Jacobians are evaluated as indicated by Steger and Warming. A 

similar derivation and discussion holds for the split fluxes in the T/ direction. 

The implicit terms for the inviscid flux must also be addressed. Recall, 

Again the manner in which the fluxes are evaluated is important. Using the surface 

at (i + ½ j) as an example, the implicit flux is 

ptn+I _ ptn + A'n 5U A'n 5U 
I i+l/2,j - I i+I/2,j + i+l/2,j i,j + - i+l/2,j i+I,j · 

Thi' allow upwinding to be maintained even for the implicit terms. Note that the 

t rm inYolving 8C are not extrapolated for second order accuracy. Hirsch 74 states 
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hat the order accuracy is dependent upon the explicit fluxes which are pm and G'n. 

The final form of pin+l is obtained by substituting in the split flux Jacobians. 

Ftn+l A'n unL + A'n unR + A'n oU· . + Aln oU· . / i+l/2,J = + i+l/2,J i+l/2,J - i+l/2,j i+l/2,j + i+l/2,j t,J - i+l/2,j t+l,;-

A similar argument for the TJ direction gives 

Gtn+I _ B'n un L + B'n un R + B'n oU· . + Bin 8U· . J i,;+1/2 - + i,j+l/2 i,j+l/2 - i,j+I/2 i,j+I/2 + i,j+l/2 t,J - i,j+l/2 t,J+l • 

The terms at ( i - ½, j) and ( i, j - ½) are easily obtained by shifting the indices in the 

last two equations. 

The final topic to be covered in this section is the manner in which the source 

term is handled. Recall that the source term vector consists of the species production 

terms, as well as, the energy exchange mechanism. For this study, the implicit source 

vector is linearized such that 

The source Jacobian is re-expressed as 

5.4.2 Viscous Terms 

The viscous/diffusive terms are to be addressed m this section. As with the 

invi cid terms the location where the fluxes are evaluated needs to be specified. 



Recall that the viscous £luxe are 

-pnae1 ax 

-pnffill ax 

" e nae. qv,x - Lmm p v,s ax 

-pnae1 
8y 

-pDffill 8y 

" e nae. qv,y - L..,nm P v,s ay 

TyyV + TxyU + qy + qv,y - Lns PshsDaJ/x• 
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(5.29) 

(5.30) 

These fluxes contain the diffusive, dissipative, and heat conductive effects of the 

flowfield. The transformed viscous fluxes are simply 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

The fluxes are linearized in the following manner 



Grn+l _ G'n + G'n 
V - V 7 1' 
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( 5.33) 

wh r F{l' i th xplicit vi cou flux term and 6Ftn i a vi ou implicit variation. 

The explicit viscous fluxes are parabolic in natur and th refor are c ntrally 

diffi r need a oppo ed to upwind differenced. The central differences are spatially 

cond ord r accurate. An example of the second ord r differences is giv n b low. 

Derivatives in the Cartesian plane are transformed to the curvilinear system such 

that 

For differences at (i + ½,j), 

8T 
8( ·+l • 

t 2 ,J 

8T 
aTJ ·+ 1 • 

t 211 

8T 8T 8T 
ax = tx 8( + T/x aT/ 

8T 8T 8T 
ay = (y at + T/y a,,, • 

n+i,i+i - Ti+1,i-1 + Ti,i+t - Ti,i-1 
4 

Th derivatives associated with the surface at ( i, j + ½) are 

8T 
a~ .. +1 i,J 2 

8T 
aTJ .. +1 t,J 2 

Ti+1,i+1 - Ti-t,i+1 + Ti+1,i - n-1,i 
4 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

The am difference schemes are used for velocities, mass fractions, and vibrational 

t mp rature. 

Th implicit variations are now taken under consideration. For this study, vis ous 

flu.· • in (-dir ction are much maller than th flux s in the TJ-dir ction if the grid 
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i judicious! , con tructed. The grid should be aligned such that the boundar layer 

and the hock are nearly perpendicular to the the 77-lines. This alignment gives small 

vi cou gradients in the ( direction as compared to the 77 direction. With this grid 

alignment, the thin layer assumptions can be applied to the implicit viscous terms. 

The thin layer assumption implies that the gradients with respect to 77 are much larger 

than the gradients in ( such that 

a a ax ( ) ';::j 17x ar/ ) 
a a 

8y ( ) ';::j T/y 817 ( ) • 

The thin layer assumption allows for less computational time since implicit terms 

are excluded, but it retains stability for the procedure. Also, the overall accuracy 

of the scheme is not reduced since the explicit side is complete and the solution is 

marched to steady state 74
• A further assumption is that the implicit variation in the 

( direction is negligible compared to the variation in the 17 direction. Therefore 

ext, 8G' is re-written as a function of the derivatives of the flow variables with 

respect to T/ only. 

where F i another non-unique vector of primitive variables and M
11 

is given in Ap-

p ndix D. The form of l' for this situation is selected to be 

(5.36) 
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wh r C are the specie mass fraction . To thi point the numerical m thod ha 

been obtained in terms of U and 8U. Therefore the implicit viscous term must be 

alt r d by re-arranging terms from 8V to c5U. Defining N = gives 

6V = N6U ( 5.37) 

and 

In the approximate governing equations, the implicit viscous term is 

Due to the parabolic nature of the viscous terms, this term is centrally differenced. 

Again using an example at the surface (i,j + ½), 

-MT/ i,j+112Ni,j+l 8Ui,j+l + ( MT/ i,j+1/2Ni,j 

+Mr,i,j-1/2Ni,j) 6Ui,j - Mr,i,j-1/2Ni,j-18Ui,j-l 

By substituting the finite volume approximations into the governing equation set, 

the discretized equation for point ( i, j) becomes 
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E, i,j + ~t [ In CU, A'n cu. + A'n cu. . _ A'n cu . . - A+ •+1/2,Ju i,j - + i-1/2,ju •-1,J - i+I/2,ju •+l,J - i-1/2,jv t,J Yi,i 

+ B';,,J+1/28Ui,j - B'-I\1-1/28Ui,j-I + B'_-::i,j+1/28Ui,j+I - B~\j-1/2{;Ui,j 

where 

t::,,.t [A'n unL A'n unL + A'n unR A'n unR 
- + i+I/2,j i+l/2,j - + i-1/2,j i-1/2,j - i+I/2,j i+I/2,j - - i-1/2,j i-1/2,j Yi,i 

B'n unL B'n unL + B'n unR B'n unR + + i,j+l/2 i,j+I/2 - + i,j-1/2 i,j-1/2 - i,j+l/2 i,j+I/2 - - i,j-1/2 i,j-1/2 

5.5 Solution Procedure for the Flowfield 

The method to solve the approximate flowfield governing equation is now dis-

cussed. The first item to be addressed is the form of the governing equations. These 

equations are rewritten such that 

where 

I + t::,,.t [A'n A'n + B'n B'n - -y +i+I/2,j - -i-1/2,j +i,j+I/2 - -i,j-1/2 
t,J 
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iJ .. t,J -

i,j -

D,,1 -

E·· t,J -

From the new form for the differenced governing equations, the equation is easily 

seen to be a coupled set of linear algebraic equations. To solve this set of algebraic 

equations a variety of matrix solution schemes are possible. However, the present 

formulation of the approximate governing equations calls for a sparsely populated 

matrix to be inverted. The matrix is essentially a block tridiagonal system with a 

super-block diagonal and a sub-block diagonal. This matrix form my be referred to 

as a block penta-diagonal matrix. To reduce the complexity of such an inversion, the 

equations are arranged where 

This new approximation requires an iterative scheme to exactly determine 8Ui,j at 

ach time level. However, the advantage of this arrangement is that only a block tri-

diagonal system needs to be inverted. The inversion and iteration technique selected 

for this tudy is called Gauss-Seidel Line Relaxation. The system of equations is 

• ol v d by al ternatel sweeping in the e direction. The following steps are needed to 

advance the olution from time step n to time step n + I. 

Th fir t tep is to valuate tlUi,i· The next step is to evaluate A iJ and C. The 



ma ri.· on th I ft hand id i" fact riz d. h matri . n and L r f rm' L 'l h ·~' 

m tric ar multipli d by th r I vant C Yalu and add d t. U,,j- Th<. f t riz i 

matri ar u d for a forward and ba kward ub tit ut.i n t bt in th n w rnlu 

f l ,.,. 

To find [ 1,J xactl • u h th m h w uld nt.inu until h h n · 

1Il ··fillblv a pr t tol ranc ,,, 1. The h m f r thi it ra.ti n fr an 

b math ma ti call r pr nt d as 

"' k " k " k A· ·6 • · + B,· 1·6U. ·+1 + i 1·8U. ·_1 = l ,J l ,J I I 1J l 
1
J k lf~-1. 

i + 1 ,j - i ,J t - 1 ,.7 

Th initial olution is tak n to b k = 0 and 6Ui~i = 0. A th w p ntinu thr u ·h 

th i-lin s th most r cently calculat d valu ar u d for U-1+1 • n th ri ht hand l ,J 

id • Th r v rse sw ep is xpr ss d as k = 2. Obtaining th luti n f 8U,,J 

for ach tim st p would mak th olution sch m first ord r tim a urat . But thi 

tudy i concern d only with steady stat r sult and tim a urat oluti n ar n 

r quir d. ':D sav computational tim m t ady tat ituation , it i not n 

to conv rge to th xact 6Ui,i• The sw p for this tudy ar limit d to a ( rw rd and 

backward we p p r iteration which is on id r d suffi i nt for t ady tat r ult . 

Finally the con rv d variabl s ar updat d aft r ach it ration, 

Any oth r n ... ary or primitiv variabl at n + I ar ol ta.in<' l fr m th r 11, erved 

variabl . 



5.6 Flowfield Numerical Boundary Conditions 

5.6.1 Explicit Boundary Conditions 
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The numerical boundary conditions are divided into two parts explicit and im-

plicit. The explicit boundary conditions are examined first. As discussed in Chapter 

4, the shock is located in the mesh such that the outer T/ points are at freestream 

conditions where T/max corresponds to the maximum j line or j l. The conditions on 

the conserved variables are 

Ps i,it - Ps,oo 

(pu )i,il - (pu )oo 

(pv )i,jl - 0 

Ev i,jl Ev oo 

E··1 i,J Eoo. 

The centerline conditions are reflective which gives 

Ps 1,j - Ps 2,j 

(pu h,i (puh,i 

(pv)i,i - -(pv h,i 

Ev l,j - Ev 2,i 

E1 • ,J - E2 • ,J 
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wh r i = l corre pond t the finite Yolume below the cent rlin which are com-

monly referred to as ··gho t cell ". 

Du to the ca tudi d for thi work the outflow plane i primaril uper omc 

with a . mall ub onic region in the boundar ' la ·er. Thi allm,, a zero ord r xtrap-

lation to b u ed. The exit plane i denoted as the maximum i line ii. 

Ps il,j - Ps il-1 j 

(pu )il,j - (pu )it-1,i 

(p )it,j - (p \1-1,j 

Ev il,j Ev il-1,j 

Eit i Eit-t,i· 

The final explicit conditions occur on the surface. There are two types of con-

ditions possible on the surface. The first type of condition is for non-ablating cases 

where chemical reactions are not allowed to occur on or with the surface. For the 

mas fractions thi is expressed as 

. Lo. no lip conditions are assumed to hold 

Vi 1 - - i,2· 

• ar th urfac . th boundary layer a um pt ion i enforced at the wall uch that 



£E = 0 or ,., 

Pi,1 Pi,2• 
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To determine the temperatures in the subsurface ghost cells, (i 1). the following 

relationships are used. 

This assumes that the translational-rotational energy mode is equilibrated with the 

vibrational energy mode at the wall. The value of Tw,i is determined from the surface 

energy balance or set to a constant. The density, total energy, and vibrational energy 

are obtained through equations of state. 

For ablating cases, the explicit boundary condition become much more complex. 

Both the surface mass balance and the surface energy balance must be used. Recall 

that the surface energy balance is 

where 

,... .... ns. -+ 

iv= -KVT. n - KvVTv. n - ~PhsDVCs. n 
s=I 

and 
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To appl the ·urface energy balance it mu t be transformed to the ( ( T/) pace. The 

outward facing unit normal at the wall n is defined to be 

Evaluating the gradient of temperature at the wall gives, 

And recalling from earlier 

and 

8T 8T 8T 
ox = !x ae + 1lx OTJ 

Substituting for the transformation metrics as defined in Appendix B, 

8T = (y,.,) 8T _ (y~) 8T 
ax J ae 1 011 

This gives the temperature gradient at the wall to be 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

. (5.41) 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

ote that the coefficients of the gradients are dependent on the mesh and are constant. 

To implify the above expression and later derivation the following terms are defined 
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Thi gives 

(5.44) 

A similar transformation is conducted for Tv, Cs, and Tsolid gradients at the wall. 

The derivatives are again centrally differenced such that 

BT 
B( i,wall 

BT 
OTJ i,wall 

Ti+l,2 - Ti-1,2 + Ti+l,l - Ti-1,1 - 4 

The derivatives of Tv and Cs are evaluated likewise. The derivatives of the solids 

temperature are 

f)Tsolid 

a, i,wall 

f)Tsolid 

B,,, i,wall 

Tsolid i+l,jli - Tsolid i-1,jli + Tsolid i+l,jli-1 - Tsolid i-1,jli-1 

4 

- Tsolid i,jli - Tsolid i,jli-1 

where jli is the maximum T/ line associated with the solid's mesh. Relating ghost cell 

temperatures in terms of the wall temperatures is the same as in the non-ablating 

case where 

Tsolid i,jli 

The goal is to obtain an algebraic equation in terms of the wall temperature at 

point i. Tw,i · Substituting the difference equations into the surface energy balance 
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and th relation hip for Tw,i give 

0 - f(Tw,i) 

wh re 

nrlS 

ote that :Fi,solid and :F2,solid are base on the transformation metrics of the ablator 

mesh and are defined the same as :F1 and :F2. The function for wall temperature is a 

nonlinear equation that can be solved by a Newton-Raphson iteration technique, 

This allows the wall temperatures at each i point on the surface to be calculated. 

The surface mass balance is 

---- " D nc " . I Ps,wVw • n - Pw w V s,w • n = ms. 

The discretization of VCs • n is the same as that used in the surface energy balance. 

The first term on the left hand side is evaluated as. 
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ubstituting and rearrangement gives 

where Ps i,l = Ps i,2Cs i,l · The remaining variables to be determined are Ui,l, Vi,l, Pi,1 , 

and p1,1 . From these variables, the conserved variables are calculated. 

To set the primitive variables of Ui,l, Vi,l, and Pi,1, two assumptions are made. 

First, the velocity at the surface is perpendicular or normal to the surface. This is 

assuming that the flow does not slip around the body and gives 

The next assumption is that the surface can be treated locally as a subsonic one-

dimensional problem. This allows one-dimensional characteristic boundary conditions 

to be used to solve for pressure. The characteristic condition at the wall is 

ote that 8v1 = ~; 8p so 

- !~ ( v:,2 - ai,2) [Pi,2ai,2( v~,2 - v:,1 + (Pi,2 - Pi,1 )] 
.8p = -------=------------~ I av' - Pi,2ai,2ap 

The new value of pressure is 

n+l n + c 
Pi,1 = Pi,1 up 

To d termine ~; start with the equation of state for pressure 

p= pRT 
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and rearrange uch that 

p 
p = =--. RT 

For one-dimensional flow the conservation of mass at the wall can be represented as 

• I I mw = pv (5.45) 

These equations are manipulated so that the equation for the velocity at the wall is 

m'wRT 
VI = ---''---- (5.46) 

p 

Taking the derivative of the wall velocity gives 

8v' m'wRT -op P2 
(5.47) 

The values of Pi,I and vb are obtained with 

(5.48) 

and 

Pi,1 
Pi 1 = - · ' R· 11'.· 1 i, i, 

The transformed velocity are easily related to the Cartesian velocities Ui,I and Vi,1 · 

The equations presented are used to calculate the primitive variables at (i, 1). 

Hmvever, these equations are not independent of ·one another. Therefore, for each 

update at the surface, multiple iterations are needed to go from time level n to level 

12 + 1. Other researchers, such as Chen and Henline 51 , refer to this as a local iteration 

ompar d to global iterations for tp.e entire flowfield. 
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5.6.2 Implicit Boundary Conditions 

Th impli it scheme derived in this chapter also requires implicit boundary con-

dition . The e boundary conditions must include the physical effects of the flow at 

th fr estream, at the centerline, at the outflow plane, and at the wall. To obtain 

the implicit conditions, a temporal variation of the explicit conditions is used. The 

xplicit freestream conditions are constant over time. A variation of these variables 

leads to values of zero such that 

Ops i,jl 0 

b(pu )i,jl - 0 

b(pv )i,jl 0 

bEv i,jl 0 

For the centerline, the implicit conditions are 

bps 1,i - bps 2,j 

b(pu h,j - b(puh,i 

b(pv h,j -b(pvh,i 

bEv i,j - bEv 2,j 

bE1 · ,J - bE2,i• 
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Th nt rline condition can be written in matrix form as 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

8U1,j = 0 0 1 0 0 0 8U2,j = Ej 8U2 • ,J (5.49) 

0 0 0 -1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

The conditions are incorporated into the implicit scheme by re-organizing A2,j, 

From the matrix equation at (2,j), 

the term involving E2 ,j can be rewritten such that 

8U1 • - E·8U2 • ,J J ,J 

This gives for 5U2,j 

Thi enforces the centerline implicit conditions for the blunt bodies under considera-

tion. The implicit conditions of the outflow plane are extrapolated to give 
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h(pu)it,j - h(pu )it-1,j 

8(pv )it,j 8(pv \1-1, 1 

8Ev il,j - 8Ev il-11· ' ' 

8E·, • t ,J - 8Eil-1,j 

or in matrix form 

The final conditions are for the wall. These conditions are subdivided into inviscid 

and viscous conditions. The inviscid conditions pertain to the inviscid flux Jacobians 

while the viscous conditions are related to 8G'v. To enforce these conditions, the 

matrix Ci, 2 , must be considered in its viscous and inviscid parts. 

The inviscid conditions are addressed first. 

8 Ps i,1 8p . s, t,2 

bu~ 1 i, 
bu~ 2 i, 

8v~ 1 i, 
-8v~ i,2 

8Ev i 1 I 8Ev i 2 ' 

8Ei,l 8Ei,i· 

Thi gIY the following relationship 
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wh r 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

E1i= ' 0 0 (s'- )2 - (s'- )2 
J,Y J,X -2(sj,y)(sj,x) 0 0 

0 0 -2( sj,y )( sj,x) -(s'- )2 + (s'- )2 J,Y J,X 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

As in the centerline case, the matrix .1t, 2 is re-written such that the terms involving 

8Ui,l are incorporated. For (i,2), 

Using the relationship between 8Ui,l and 8Ui,2 gives 

ote that only the invi cid portion of C is address~d. 

The Yi cou boundary conditions must also be present in the implicit matrices. 

Th primitive variables are related such that, 
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I 
ui,1 - I 

u,,2 

' -bl :,2 'l\,1 -

6Tv i,1 - -6Tv t 2 
' t 

6Ti,1 - -6Ti,i• 

Th implicit conditions placed on the temperatures assume that the local wall temper-

ature does not change considerably between time steps. These conditions expressed 

in matrix form are 

wh re 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

Ev,i = 0 0 -1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 -1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 -1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 -1 

Recall that = which allows 

I• inally, th \'1 cou condition are included in the A' matrix where 
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1 hi onclude th implicit boundary condition for the flov field. 

5. 7 The Heat Shield Governing Equations 

Th heat hi ld go erning equation are written in axisymmetric vector notation 

as 

au + l 8(yF) + 1 8(yG) = 0. 
at y ax y oy 

The vectors for the heat shield equation are actually scalar values where 

U=E 
8T F=-x:,-
8x 

8T 
G = -x:, 8y. 

(5.50) 

ing the transformation given in Appendix B, the heat shield governing equation 

in general coordinates is 

(5.51) 

where the fluxes are defined as before to be 
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5.8 Discretization of the Heat Shield Equations 

Th governmg quation for the heat shield are discretized in the sam mann r as 

th flowfield quation to give an implicit scheme of the following form 

Cij flt [F'n+l pin+l + G'n+l G'n+l ] _ Q 
V i,j, + -. i+I/2,J - i-1/2,j i,j+I/2 - i,j-1/2 - · 

Yi,1 

5.9 The Heat Shield Numerical Method 

The terms in the approximate heat shield equation are evaluated in this section. 

Due to the parabolic nature of the governing equation the derivation is slightly dif-

ferent from that of the flowfield derivation. The fluxes for the heat shield equations 

contain only terms related to diffusion. Therefore, the vectors are not split into 

convective and diffusive terms. Since convective terms do non-existent, the diagonal-

ization procedure is not required. 

To evaluate the implicit vectors, they are linearized by an implicit variation such 

that 

G'n+l = G'n + 8G'n (5.52) 

Th .·plicit fluxes are centrally differenced due to their parabolic nature. These 

fluxe are 

(5.53) 
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Th implicit varia ion ar obtained b taking a time variation of F'n and G'n which 

(5.54) 

The e variations are written as 

-L 8(8V) _ L 8(8V) - ( ae 11 aT/ 

-M 8(8V) _ M 8(8V) - ( ae 11 a"' (5.55) 

where V = T and 

av 1 8V = -8U = N8U = -8U. au PCp 

A thin layer assumption cannot be made in the solid since a preferred direction of heat 

conduction is not known beforehand. However, the implicit cross term derivatives are 

neglected since they do not influence the steady state solution. eglecting these terms 

has the added advantage of reducing computational costs. 

The discretized heat shield equation becomes 

where 

1,j 
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l i,1 

E·· t,J 

and 

U ~t [F'n pin G'n + G'n ] 
1,j = - -y-. i+l/2,j - i-1/2,j + t,j+I/2 i,j-1/2 · 

1,J 

The olution procedure for the heat shield is identical to that of the flowfield. 

Th only exception is that the system of equations for the heat shield produces a 

tridiagonal matrix and not a block tridiagonal matrix. 

5.10 Heat Shield Numerical Boundary Conditions 

As with the flow-field, the boundary conditions are divided into explicit and implicit 

conditions. These conditions are given in the next two subsections. 

5.10.1 Explicit Boundary Conditions 

The ablators studied in this work have four boundaries. These boundaries are for 

two inner walls, a centerline, and a surface. As explained in chapter 4, the inner walls 

ar on id red to be adiabatic. This gives 

and 
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Th en erline reflec ive condition is given by 

Th final condition is for the surface and is taken to be 

where jli is the maximum j-line for the ablator's mesh and Tw,i is calculated from 

the SEB. 

5.10.2 Implicit Boundary Conditions 

The implicit boundary condition are found by taking a variation of the explicit 

conditions. For the inner walls and the centerline, these conditions are 

8Ti,1 - 8T.· 2 i, 

8T.·1. i ,J 8Til-1,j 

8T1 • ,J 8T2,i• 

The implicit surface condition is 

which a ume that 8Tw,i is small. 

To incorporate the implicit boundary conditions into the solution technique sev-

ral matrice are combined. For j = 2 
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Thi g1v s 

where 

Similarly for j = jli, 

and 

At i = 2, 8U1,i = 8U2,i and 

The remaining condition is for an inner wall where i = il. 
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5.11 Summary 

A m thod is presented that is capable of solving both the flowfield equations and 

h h at shield equations. This method is general due to the transformation of the 

governing equations. The method is also stable due to its implicit formulation. By 

u ing the correct surface mass balance and surface energy balance, the two regions are 

fully coupled. The results of this method and the effects of coupling the two regions 

are examined in the next chapter. 



6 Results and Discussion 
6.1 Introduction 
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The fir t results presented in this chapter are used to validate the numerical tech-

nique previously described. The validation cases are arranged to investigate the 

validity of the numerical model in the flowfield, in the solid, and at the surface. 

The flowfield model is investigated by comparing with experimental cases and with 

another numerical method. The heat shield model is studied by comparing the nu-

merical solution to an exact analytical solution. The thermo-chemical ablation model 

for the surface is examined by comparing experimental results to numerical solutions. 

Finally, the numerical model is used to further investigate experimental ablation 

cases. The last results are for typical ballistic re-entry bodies at several altitudes in 

a standard atmosphere. 

6.2 Code Validation 

6.2.1 Flowfield Validation 

As mentioned previously, the flowfield model is examined first. The experimental 

ca es used to validate the flowfield model are given by Spurk 79 . Spurk presents two 

experimental cases for cones in hypersonic environments. The flowfield gas is limited 

to O and 02. The freestream conditions and cone half angles for the two geometries 

are giYen in Table 6.1. 



Case 1 Case 2 

p (K/m 2 ) 4 10 5720 

p (kg/m 3
) 0.014 0.0194 

[ (m/ ) 6350 5 10 

Oc 45° 34.9° 

Too (K) 1250.9 1134. 

Table 6.1. Freestream Conditions for Spurk Experiment. 

A major problem with the experimental results of Spurk is that the exact state 

of the free tream gas is unknown. This means that the amount of thermal and 

chemical nonequilibrium in the freestream is uncertain. The freestream conditions for 

the numerical method are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium and onl molecular 

oxygen exists. All other species densities are set to zero. Another area of concern 

i the urface temperature of the body. The experimental body temperatures are 

not given by purk and for this case are assumed to be 1000 K. The methods of 

compari on between the experimental and numerical results are the shock location 

and hock tand-off di tance from the body. 

Th fir t te t case i for the 45° cone at [00 = 9.41. The nose of the geometry 

1 ·Ii htly blunt d for th numerical ca e where R1 = 0.025 mm. The flowfield grid 

i given in Fi ure 6.1 and a clo e-up of the blunted no e is given in Figure 6.2. The 



1:..1 

f h blunted no on th flowfi Id re ult are ne ligibl . Compari on of the 

num rical and e. ·perim ntal hock location are given in Figure 6.3. On thi.. cal . 

. ·c 11 n a r ment .·i t b tw en the numerical method and the experimen al data. 

In Fi ur 6. the compari on between numerical and experimen al hock tand-off 

di~ tance i given. The numerical r ult fall within the experimental data. Ho"e" r 

th tr nd of the numerical re ult i lightly higher than the trend of thee ~perimental 

data. Thi effect may be explained due to sea ter in the experimental data , hich 

purk report d to be on the order of 20 %. lso the free ream assumption for 

th numerical method ma not reflect he true experimental conditions. Howe, er 

the compari on between e:\.-perimental and numerical simulation i quite good. This 

compari on i important in establishing he alidit of the present numerical method. 

andler 5 pre ent hi ca e the numerical results of an assumed perfect gas and a 

g in equilibrium. B) doing so, Candler establishes he necessit of incorporating the 

ffect of thermal and chemical nonequilibrium in the flowfield model. To demonstrate 

the effect of thermal nonequilibrium Figures 6.5 6.6 6.7 and 6. are of ranslation-

r tati nal and Yibrational emperature along elec ed ra from the body urface. 

he temperature along the ray on the tagna ion line Figure 6.5 are obYiousl • in 

a tat f th rmal nonequilibrium .. ote ha the body urface i located at r = 0.0 

1111 . The temperature along the ray emana ing from the phere-cone juncture are 

in Fi ur . . Again thermal nonequilibrium i een o exi t. The final plot of 
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Figure 6.4. Shock Stand-off for Spurk Case 1, 45° cone. 
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temperature Figure 6.7 and 6. displa the fact that thermal equilibrium i achie ed 

behind the hock as the flow proceeds along the bod . 

The mass fraction of 0 2 and O are examined to demonstrate that chemical 

nonequilibrium \\ ithin the flowfield is present. The stagnation line mass fractions 

in Figure 6.9 indicate that a finite distance i required for 0 2 to dissociate into 

monatomic O. A mall amount of recombination occur near the wall due to the 

l wer wall temperature. In Figure 6.10 the mass fraction along a radial lin from 

h phere-cone juncture are given. Again, chemical nonequilibrium i een to exi t . 

• ·ot that for chemical equilibrium, a di continuity\ ould be pre ent at he hock. For 

h nonequilibrium ituation, the hock i not infinitely thin which i demon trat d 
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Figure 6.8. Translational and Vibrational Temperatures at s = 42.8 mm for Spurk 

Case 1. 

by the finite region necessary for the dissociation of 0 2 . Figures 6.11 and 6.12 are of 

the mass fractions at points further along the wall. 

The second validation case using Spurk's data is for the 34.9° cone at M
00 

= 8.89. 

Again the nose of the cone is slightly blunted. The grid for the numerical solution 

is in Figure 6.13. A comparison of the experimental and numerical shock location 

presented in Figure 6.14. Some differences between the data sets exist, especially 

n ar the cone base. Examination of the shock stand-off data, Figure 6.15, indicates 

that the numerical and experimental results are different. 

veral factors are possibly responsible for the discrepancy. Recall that the 

fr tream flowfield i assumed to be in thermo-chemical equilibrium where only 
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Figure 6.9. Species Mass Fractions along Stagnation Line for Spurk Case l. 
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0 2 exists. However, Spurk suggests that this is probably not true and that some 

monatomic oxygen exists in the freestream. Another factor in the difference between 

the results is related to the manner in which the shock location is numerically deter-

mined. The experimental shock stand-off is determined from interferograms of the 

flow. The numerical shock location is determined from the gradient of pressure on a 

finite grid. The dashed line in Figure 6.15 is the shock location due to the gradient 

of pre ure changing by 5 % in the flow. The solid line is due to a change in pressure 

gradient of 1 %. As seen in the figure the difference in locating the shock is more 

• n iti\' toward the cone base where the grid density decreases. Due to experimen-

tal unc rtainties and to numerical limitations, the difference between experimental 

and numerical r ult i acceptable. For brevity the flowfield temperatures and mass 
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fra ion ar not hown due to their imilarity with tho e of Case 1. 

From thi compari on of experimental and numerical re ult the flowfield model 

app ar to b Yalid for thermo-chemical nonequilibrium flows. 

Th flowfield model i further validated by direct comparison to another numerical 

mod I a dev loped by Hassan;. Hassan s method is also valid for thermo-chemical 

nonequilibrium. This is demonstrated by comparing with experimental Apollo data 

and oth r various cases. For further details see Hassan 7
. 

The comparison between numerical schemes is based on the Project Fire II flight 

.·periments 80 at 1634 seconds. The geometry of interest and the freestream con-

dition are taken from this project. The flow about the vehicle is assumed to be 

a.·i ymmetric. The freestream conditions are given in Table 6.2 where a five species 

air model i used 2 02 0 N and 0. 

The geometry is a blunt sphere with a nose radius of 0.935 m, a corner radius of 

0.01 m, and a maximum diameter of 0.672 m. The computational mesh is given in 

Figure 6.16. The mesh used for each numerical method is identical with the exception 

that Ha an' grid i extended further into the freestream. 

The fir t compari on i between flowfield pressure contours Figure 6.17. The 

contour ar imilar in hape and magnitude. The next comparison is for temperatures 

nd pr ure along the tagnation line, Figure 6.1 . The major difference between the 

two method i the hock tand-off distance. The pre ent method predicts a lightly 

thick r hock layer. HoweYer. maunitude of temperature and pre sure betV1een the 



Altitude 76.42 km 

Uoo 11.36 km/s 

Poo 3.50836 x 10- 5 kg /m 3 

Po2 8.32183 x 10- 6 kg/m 3 

PN2 2.67618 x 10- 5 kg/m 3 

Twall 615 K 

Co2 0.2372 

CN2 0.7628 

Too 194.6 

Table 6.2. Freestream Conditions for Fire II Experiment. 
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Figure 6.17. Pressure Contours for Fire II Comparison. 

shock and the body are very favorable. A slight difference exists in the maximum 

temperatures within the shock. 

Two possible explanations exist on the differences. The most probable explana-

tion is related to constraints on species density. The present method solves for each 

pecies density directly while Hassan solves for elemental densities, N and 0, and 

the remaining densities. The other species densities are obtained from the elemental 

densities and the densities solved for directly. This may lead to substantial round-off 

rrors for cases where complete dissociation of the diatomic species occur which hap-

pen for this case. The other possible explanation i'nvolves the solution techniques 

mploy d for each scheme. The present method uses a Gauss-Seidel Line Relaxation 

olution t chnique while Hassan uses a Diagonal Implicit scheme. The boundary con-
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Figure 6.18. Stagnation Line Temperatures and Pressure for Fire II Comparison. 

ditions of the Gauss Seidel scheme should affect the solution throughout the flowfield 

due to its true implicit nature while the Diagonal Implicit method does not. 

A further comparison between the two methods is given in Figure 6.19 which is 

the species mass fractions along the stagnation line. Again, post-shock magnitudes 

are identical for each numerical scheme. The only major difference is the actual shock 

location. 

The next comparisons are for surface conditions. Figure 6.20 is a comparison 

of the surface pressure. Excellent agreement is seen with only a slight difference in 

the expansion region of the flow. The surface heat· flux distribution, Figure 6.21, 

how con iderable drfference between the magnitudes of the two methods. However, 

the trend for each solution is similar. The last comparison is for velocities near the 
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Figure 6.19. Stagnation Line Species Mass Fractions for Fire II Comparison. 

surface. Figure 6.22. The velocities are taken from values in the finite volume cells 

adjacent to the wall. Once again, excellent agreement is obtained. 

From this comparison, the numerical methods are found to be in excellent agree-

ment with only minor discrepancies. By the comparison with the experimental and 

numerical data, the flowfield method is taken to be valid. 

6.2.2 Heat Shield Validation 

Th model of heat conduction into the ablator is now considered. To validate the 

h at hield model a comparison between an exact an~lytical solution and a numerical 

'olution 

olution 

made. The exact analytical solution is obtained from White 69 . This 

for a rectangular plate with prescribed wall temperatures. The other 

limitation for th exact olution are that the density, heat capacity and thermal 
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conductivity are all constant. Also, one wall temperature must have a half-sine wave 

shape of the form 

T = T0 + .6Tsin (7) 
where L is the length of the plate in the x direction and the wall selected is the upper 

wall for this case. The remairung wall temperatures must be set as constants. With 

the e constraints the exact solution is 

sinh (r) . (1rx) 
T = T0 + .6T . ( H) sm - . 

smh 1rL 

For thi study, the plate dimensions are arbitrarily set to L = 0.43 m and H = 0.39 

m. Th value for T0 i set to 300 K and .6T is set at 50 K. The remaining wall 

mp ra ur are all et equal to 300 J(. The upper wall temperature distribution 
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Figure 6.23. Upper Boundary Sine Wave Temperature Distribution. 
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is given in Figure 6.23. These wall temperatures are selected to reflect a range of 

temperatures that may be encountered for ablation cases. 

To simulate these conditions numerically, the boundary conditions are set to be 

identical. For the material properties, the solid plate is assumed to be graphite where 

the thermal conductivity, density, and heat capacity are set to fixed values evaluated 

at 300 K. The computational mesh for this problem is given in Figure 6.24. The exact 

th rmal contours are contained in Figure 6.25 and the numerical thermal contours 

ar in Figure 6.26. The solutions compare favorably for this case. A comparison 

f th two olutions i contained in Figures 6.27 a.nd 6.28. These figures allow the 

cliff r nc between the solutions to be compared. The maximum difference is 0.14 

f{ which i an rror of approximately 0.024 % for this case. The numerical solution 
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overpredicts the solution throughout the entire plate. No obvious reason for this is 

apparent. Although there is a light difference between the two solutions, the general 

agreement is excellent. This comparison proves that the numerical model for the solid 

i valid. 

6.2.3 Ablation Model Validation 

The remaining concern is to validate the thermo-chemical ablation model. Little 

data are available for ablation validation. The reasons for this range from data being 

restrict d to poor reporting of experiment conditions or procedures. 

One experimental study that is of use is the PAssive Nosetip Technology (PANT) 

program 9
• This program concerns the ablation of AT JS graphite in various airstream 

ndition . The re ults of interest are from tests performed on graphite models with 
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ase p00 atm Poo /m2 p00 kg/m 3 

1 0.02 2026.0 2.4093 X 10- 2 

2 0.20 20260 2.4093 X 10-l 

3 0.40 40520 4.8186 X 10-l 

4 0.60 60780 7.2279 X 1Q-l 

5 0.80 81040 9.6372 X 10-l 

Table 6.3. Freestream Conditions for PANT Comparison. 

a nose radius of 0.635 cm. The tests took place in the Flight Dynamics Laboratory 

(AFFDL) 50 MW Rent arc plasma generator and the AEDC Aeroballistic Range 

G. The tests in the AEDC Ballistic Range G are for U00 = 5.486 km/ s in pressure 

conditions ranging from 0.02 atm to 0.8 atm where the freestream gas is air. The 

temperature of the gas is assumed to be at an ambient temperature of 293 K. The 

ma s fractions are assumed to be 0.2365 for 0 2 and 0. 7635 for N2 . 

To determine the validity of the ablation model, the flowfield surrounding the test 

. pecimen and the heat conduction into the graphite specimen must be determined. 

Thi i not a concern since the flowfield and heat shield numerical schemes have been 

validated. To test the ablation model, five cases are studied. The conditions for these 

ca ar gi'.en in Table 6.3. These pressures cover the entire experimental pressure 

ran . 
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Figure 6.29. 44 x 90 External Grid and 44 x 40 Internal Grid for PANT cases. 

The exact geometry for the ablation tests is not given by Wool 9. An assumption 

is make that the models are hemisphere-cylinders with nose radii of 0.635 cm. The 

properties of AT JS graphite are assumed to be very similar to the POCO graphite 

selected for this study. The computational meshes for these cases are given in Figure 

6.29. The same grids are used in all five case studies. 

The only experimental data provided by the PANT study for these cases are 

tagnation point temperature and stagnation point recession rate. Unfortunately, no 

other data are available for the remainder of the surface. The results of the numerical 

olution and experimental cases are given for the st~gnation temperature in Figure 

.30. Good agreement is obtained between experimental and numerical results. The 

num ri al re ult fall within the experimental scatter. The accuracy of the experi-
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Figure 6.30. Temperature Comparison of PANT Experimental Stagnation Point 

Data to Numerical Results. 

mental data is not reported by Wool. The stagnation point recession rates are given 

in Figure 6.31. Two observations are made from this figure. At lower stagnation 

pre sure Patm ::; 100, the predicted recession rates fall within the experimental scat-

t r. For higher stagnation pressure Patm 2: 100, the thermo-chemical ablation model 

do not predict the recession rate well. The difference between experimental and 

num rical rece sion rates is a factor of 2 for higher pressures. 

Thr po ible reasons exists for the divergence of the experimental and numerical 

r ult at high r pr ures. The fir t reason is the possibility of spallation. Spallation 

1. th r moval of nrface material due to aerod namic or mechani al sh ar str ss. 

l• r many omm rcial grade graphite the macroscopic structure of the material ap-
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Figure 6.31. Recession Rate Comparison of PANT Experimental Stagnation Point 

Data to Numerical Results. 

pears to be homogeneous. However, on a microscopic level, the actual structure of 

these graphites is seen to be heterogeneous. In general, the artificial graphites are 

composed of filler particles bound together by pitch or coal tar. The chemical re-

activity of the binder and filler may be quite different 81 which allows preferential 

oxidation of the binder material. This would eventually expose the filler material to 

flowfield shear stress. Kratsch et. al. 59 and Mc Vey et. al. 82 suggest that the binder 

and filler material are similar in chemical reactivity and in phase change properties. 

However, they report that the filler density is higher than that of the binder den-

ity. Thi allows tht> binder to erode faster leaving the filler exposed to shear forces. 

R all that the rece sion rate is defined to be VB = in~/ Psolid· If equal chemical 
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r a ivi v and phas change propertie are as urned for the binder and the filler then 

m' = m' 1·11 = m' b" d . However the difference in densities between the binder w u,, , er w, in er 

and fill r gives 1'B.Jiller < VB,binder which eventually causes the filler particles to be 

expo ed to aerodynamic shear stress. In either case the preferential oxidation of the 

filler become more pronounced as pressure is increased 59 • The second reason for the 

di crepancy is also related to spalling effects. The present ablation model does not 

allow sub-surface effects to occur. That is no chemical reactions occur and phase 

change is not permitted within the ablator. However, as surface pressures and tem-

peratures increase the internal temperatures become high enough to allow graphite to 

change phase in porous interior regions. This phase change would physically weaken 

the material and spalling would result. The final reason for the discrepancy may be 

related to the phase change mechanism in the ablation model. The model presently 

only allows for sublimation. But, for pressures and temperatures encountered in the 

PA T study the material may possibly change phase from a solid to a liquid instead 

of subliming 18• 19 . Kratsch reports that the triple point of graphite is on the order of 

100 atm and from 3670 K to 4650 K 18 . Leider et. al. 19 report that the triple point 

of carbon is on the order of 100 atm and around 3800 K to 4000 K. Obviously cases 

3 through 5 exceed these criteria. Therefore the experimental specimen may have 

undergone a olid to liquid phase change instead of su"bliming. 

Although the ablation model predicts different recession rates at higher pressure 

a ompared to experiment, the temperature prediction is quite good. Also, for lower 
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pr ur , Patm :S 100 the thermo-chemical modei of ablation should be valid and 

pr diet rece sion rate within the scatter of experimental data. For most manned 

r - ntry c nario the surface pressure does not come close to the limit of 100 atm. 

For balli tic re-entry vehicles the upper limit of 100 atm is not met until very low in 

the Earth s atmosphere. Therefore, from the comparison given here, the numerical 

ablation model should be valid given the constraints on pressure. 

6.3 Further Examination of PANT Cases 

The next issue is to investigate the PANT cases used in the ablation model val-

idation. The stagnation point values for recession rate and wall temperature are 

contained in the last section. In this section, properties of the flowfield, ablator, and 

surface are examined in more detail. 

The first consideration is for the temperatures within the ablator. The centerline 

temperatures for all PANT cases are contained in Figure 6.32. The surface is located 

at r = 0. As expected, the higher stagnation temperatures correlate to a higher 

t mperature distribution within the ablator. The most noticeable feature in the figure 

th large 'ju~p" in temperature between P= = 0.02 atm and the remaining cases. 

Thi is not surprising since p00 increases by a factor of 10 or more for cases 2 through 

5. Tot that P= = 0.02 atm is typical of lifting re-entry freestream pressures. The 

r maining four cases are usually only encountered by ballistic vehicles at low altitudes. 

Typi al xampl of internal temp~rature contours are given in Figures 6.33 and 
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Figure 6.32. Ablator Center Line Temperatures for all PANT Cases. 

14 

6.34. Again the general trend in the results is to be expected. The maximum 

temperatures are located near the nosetip and temperatures gradually decrease from 

there. From these figures, the observation is made that the heat conduction is multi-

dimensional. Recall from the background survey of Chapter 1 that some researchers 

as ume a one-dimensional heat flow in the body. Although a one-dimensional heat 

flow assumption may be adequate along the centerline or in the cylinder, this would 

be a poor assumption for the sphere from around the sonic line to the the juncture 

point with the cylinder. 

The next concern is the flowfield results. The flowfield temperature contours for 

a e 1 ar given in Figure 6.35. From this plot, the degree of thermal nonequilibrium 

i. indeterminate. However a variable may be defined to give an indication of the 
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Figure 6.35. Flowfield Translational-Rotational Temperature Contours and Vibra-

tional Temperature Contours for PANT Case 1. 

amount of thermal nonequilibrium present in the flow. This variable is defined to be 

For thermal equilibrium, 0 is zero. Nonequilibrium is therefore associated with 

nonzero values of 0. The thermal degree of nonequilibrium for Case 1 is plotted 

in Figure 6.36 b the freestream, equilibrium is seen to exist as should be expected. 

ear the nose of the body, 0 is greater than zero indicating that the vibrational en-

ergy mode has not equilibrated with the translational-rotational energy mode. In the 

expansion region of the flow, 0 is less than zero which is caused by the vibrational 

energy becoming thermally frozen. 

A imilar analysis holds for PANT Case 2. The thermal contours are given in 

Figur 6.37. \\ hether the flow is in equilibrium or not is difficult to tell from this plot. 

h degre of thermal nonequilibrium for Case 2 is in Figure 6.38. Comparing this 
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case to that of Case 1, a noticeable difference is apparent. For the higher pressure case, 

Case 2, the maximum and minimum values of 0 are smaller in magnitude indicating 

that the flow is closer to equilibrium. This situation occurs due to particles being 

spaced closer together and in turn, permitting more collisions to occur which exchange 

nergy between modes. 

Another method to examine the presence of thermal nonequilibrium is to plot the 

t mperatures along the stagnation line. For Case 1, the plots of temperature are in 

Figur 6.39. The shock location is identifiable at r 0.05 cm and that the vibrational 

mod i not in equilibrium with the translational-rotational energy mode. Note that 

th wall i located at r = 0. A close-up view near the wall is given as well on the 

ri ht id of the figure. An obvious temperature rise is located at r 0.0025 cm. 
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Figure 6.39. Stagnation Line Flow-field Temperatures and Close-Up of the Stagna-

tion Point for PANT Case 1. 

This effect is related to the reaction of ablation products with the incoming flow-field 

species. This is discussed in further detail when the chemical aspects of the flow are 

considered. 

The stagnation line plots for Case 2 are given in Figure 6.40. In the large scale 

and close-up views, thermal equilibrium is rapidly attained behind the shock. A small 

degree of thermal nonequilibrium exists near the shock. The temperature rise near 

the wall is evident again and is more pronounced than for PANT Case 1. 

To further understand what is occurring in the flowfield, the chemical mass frac-

tion are studied. The chemical mass fractions along the stagnation line for PANT 

1 are given in Figure 6.41. From this plot, the dissociation of N 2 and 0 2 in-

dicat that the shock is located at r :::::::: 0.05 cm from the surface. Due to the finite 
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Figure 6.40. Stagnation Line Flow-field Temperatures and Close-Up of the Stagna-

tion Point for PA T Case 2. 

distance over which the diatomic molecules dissociate, chemical nonequilibrium is ap-

parent. ote that for the figures concerning chemical species that all carbon-bearing 

species are denoted by solid, black symbols. By following monatomic oxygen from 

the freestream to the surface, the level of O rises through the shock as 0 2 dissociates 

v. hil at the surface the level of O goes to zero. N 2 dissociation is seen to occur at 

the hock. The level of N 2 further drops near the surface as N and N 2 are consumed 

in th production of CN and ablation products, such as C C2 C3 and CO force 

th flowfield pecies away from the surface . 

. n important point to note is the level of CO. Due to surface oxidation reactions 

"O i • formed. However the level of CO rises even higher in the flowfield. This 

mu ·t b attributed to the ublimation species reacting with the flowfi ld oxygen 
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Figure 6.41. Species Mass Fractions along the Stagnation Line for PANT Case 1. 

species. In particular, the reaction of monatomic carbon and oxygen to form CO is 

exothermic. This reaction is the most likely reason why the flowfield temperatures 

rise near the surface, Figure 6.39. Similar numerical results are obtained by Scala 29 

using a boundary layer code and chemical equilibrium. Kuo 63 points out that the 

elevation in temperature is due to a combustion zone. The region from the surface to 

the temperature spike can be considered a fuel diffusion zone and the region outside 

of the combustion zone is considered the diffusion zone for oxidizers. 

Although the previous analysis is useful in determining that CO is the dominant 

ablation product the interactions between the flowfieid species and the injected ab-

lation specie is obscured by the magnitude of N2 , 0 2 , 0, and CO in the flow. To 

ov rcom thi ob tacle a semi-log plot is employeed for the species mass fractions, 
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Figure 6.42. Close-Up of Species Mass Fractions along Stagnation Line for PANT 

Case 1. 

Figure 6.42. Clearly, the shock is at r 0.06 cm. Again, CO is obviously abun-

dant. C N and C are also present in appreciable amounts in the flowfield. Careful 

examination shows that C3 is present at the surface and disappears rapidly. This 

disappearance is due to dissociation into C and C2 and reaction with O and N. 

The interaction between the flowfield species and the ablation species is further 

ob er ed at the sphere cylinder juncture, Figure 6.43. This is a plot of the species 

ma fraction along a ray emanating for the the surface, r = 0. At this location, 

02 di ociation is complete behind the shock while N~ only slightly dissociates. The 

major ablation product is CO which is formed form the monatomic oxygen in the 

lo al flowfield. A close-up semilog plot of the same location, Figure 6.44, shows that 
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Figure 6.46. Close-Up of Species Mass Fractions along Ray at Exit Plane for PANT 

Case 1. 

that similar flowfield results are obtained for Cases 3 through 5 but are not shown for 

brevity. In Figure 6.4 7, the stagnation line mass fractions are plotted. The diatomic 

oxygen dissociates completely while levels of N2 decline a smaller amount. A major 

difference in the flowfield species as compare to Case 1 is the constant presence of 

NO behind the shock. Comparing the shock location for Case 2 to Case 1 shows 

that the shock is in the same vicinity for both case, r 0.05 cm. Once again, CO 

is the major ablation product. The levels of CO at the surface are similar to those 

for Case l. However the ablation products do not enter as far into the flowfield for 

Case 2. This reduction of the ablation species diffusion is most likely due to higher 

pre ure and temperatures behind the shock which cause CO to dissociate or remain 
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Figure 6.4 7. Species Mass Fractions along the Stagnation Line for PANT Case 2. 

close to the body. As in Case 1, the level of CO increases away from the body. The 

production of CO in turn increases the local temperatures as seen in Figure 6.40. A 

close-_up view for the stagnation region is given in Figure 6.48. From th~ figure, little 

is observable except that CO, CN, and Care the dominant ablation products. 

The species mass fractions at the sphere-cylinder juncture are plotted in Figure 

6.49. Comparing Case 2 to Case 1, the most striking difference is the trend of CO. 

The level of CO in Case 2 rises away from the surface. This indicates that substantial 

sublimation must be occurring which allows oxygen species to react with the subli-

mation products. The large flowfield presence of CO also means that the combustion 

layer extends further downstream for this case -than for Case l. Extreme close-ups of 

Ca e 1 and Case 2 at the sphere-cylinder juncture are given in Figures 6.50 and 6.51, 
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Figure 6.50. Extreme Close-Up of Species Mass Fractions along Ray at Sphere-

Cylinder Juncture for PANT Case 1. 

respectively. By comparing both cases, the mass fractions of C3 and C2 are seen to 

be orders of magnitudes larger for Case 2 than Case 1. C2 and C3 are indicative of 

the sublimation occurring. The levels of C N for Case 2 are also orders of magnitude 

larger than for Case 1 which indicates as C2 and C3 break down that the carbon 

atoms react with N and N 2 . 

The last location to be examined for Case 2 is at the exit plane, Figure 6.52. 

The major ablation product is CO which now has its maximum concentration at the 

wall. This suggests that the flowfield has expanded and cooled enough for sublimation 

products to no longer form and thereby eliminates the combustion zone. 

The species mass fractions along the surface may also be used to help in under-
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Figure 6.53. Surface Species Mass Fraction Distribution for PANT Case l. 

standing flow-field effects. In Figure 6.53, the mass fractions of Case 1 show that CO 

is the primary ablation product along the entire surface. Near the nosetip the sub-

limation species C3 C and C2 are evident as well as the interaction product, CN. 

As the flow expands around the body, the decrease in flow-field temperature causes a 

drop in the sublimation products C2 and C3 . The reduction of sublimation allows the 

leYels of , 0, and 0 2 to rise since they are no longer forced away from the surface or 

con urned in the combustion zone. By examining Case 2 in Figure 6.54 the primary 

ablation products are CO and CV. Comparing to Case 1 the levels of C3 C2 and C 

are all seen to be higher. Sublimation therefore takes place to a larger extent around 

the urface of the geometry. 

The final con iderations for the PA_ -T cases are related to surface effec s. The 
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Figure 6.54. Surface Species Mass Fraction Distribution for PANT Case 2. 

wall temperature distribution is given in Figure 6.55. As expected for laminar flow 

situations, the maximum temperatures occur at the stagnation point and decrease 

as the flow expands. Notice for Case 1, p00 = 0.02 atm, that the wall temperature 

is considerably lower which results in less sublimation occurring around the body. 

The four remaining case are very similar in temperature magnitude and distribution. 

For higher pressure cases, a temperature plateau begins to appear on the cylinder, 

s 0.99 cm. In Figure 6.56, the heat flux distribution at the wall is given. Again, 

a plateau exists on the cylinder surface. A small discrepancy occurs for Cases 2 and 

3 at the stagnation point. This problem is related to the Modified Steger-Warming 

numerical method selected for this study. In regions of vanishing eigenvalues such as 

at sonic lines and stagnation points, the method lacks sufficient numerical damping. 
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Figure 6.58. Surface Mass Flux Distribution for all PANT Cases. 

In general, the results follow qualitatively expected trends. 

In summary, the previous analysis shows that the flowfield 1s m thermal and 

chemical nonequilibrium to various degrees for the cases studied. Furthermore, the 

surface conditions show that the material oxidizes and sublimes depending on the 

freestream conditions and particular surface location. Finally, the ablation products 

CO, C, C2 , and C3 are seen to interact with the flowfield species to produce CN 

and large amounts of CO. Under proper ablation conditions, sublimation products 

can build up at the surface and as they proceed into the flow, a combustion zone is 

formed as they interact with the incoming flowfield species. This has the net effect 

of producing CO and elevating the local temperatures. 
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Figure 6.59. Surface Recession Rate Distribution for all PANT Cases. 

6.4 Sphere-Cone Re-Entry Bodies 
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The PANT cases are useful in validating the present ablation scheme. However, 

the flowfields are not representative of all flowfields encountered. Also, the geometries 

of the PANT study are not representative of typical re-entry geometries. Therefore, 

a new series of test cases is desirable to study more typical re-entry bodies and 

freestrea.m cases. 

The type of bodies considered in this study are sphere-cone projectiles. Two nose 

radii 0.0127 m and 0.1270 m, are selected. The half angle of the cone is chosen to be 

9°. The overall length of the geometry is set at 10 RN. Both geometries are subjected 

to a freestream velocity of 8 km/ s. The freestream conditions for the cases studied 

are given in Table 6.4. The 80 km altitude for the smaller nose radius is not used 
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Figure 6.60. 44 x 90 Flow-field Grid and 44 x 40 Internal Grid for Sphere-Cone 

Geometry, RN = 0.127 m. 

correlate with the higher stagnation temperatures at r = 0 m. In turn, higher surface 

temp~ratures lead to an increase in the temperature profile throughout the material. 

Also, as expected, the sphere-cone with RN= 0.0127 m has higher temperatures both 

at the surface and in the ablator than the larger nose case. Recall that boundary layer 

theory gives the results that heat flux for a blunt body surface is inversely proportional 

to the square root of nose radius 65 . 

Two examples of thermal contours are given. Figure 6.62 shows the temperature 

contours at 40 km. The temperatures are higher throughout the smaller ablator. The 

thermal contours at 70 km are in Figure 6.63. The smaller geometry again experiences 

the higher temperatures. Both geometries at this altitude have temperatures lower 
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Figure 6.61. Ablator Centerline Temperatures for both Radii at all altitudes. 

than those experienced at lower altitudes. By examining the thermal contours at 

all altitudes, the trend is for the smaller geometry to have higher temperatures at 

the same altitude as the larger geometry. As altitude increases, the temperature 

within the ablator decreases. Although the heat flow is considered for each case, the 

important ablation features occur in the flowfield and on the ablator surface. 

An appreciation for the temperatures encountered by these bodies is gained by 

examining the surrounding flowfield temperatures. For 40 km, the thermal contours 

are contained in Figure 6.64. The minimum temperature in each flowfield is the 

freestream temperature. The maximum temperatures are around 10,000 J{ and 16,000 

I< for RN = 0.127 m and RN = 0.0127 m, respectively. These contours give an idea 

of what temperatures are like throughout the flow. The thermal contours at 70 km 

are given in Figure 6.65. The· maximum temperature for the small radius case 1s 
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Figure 6.64. Sphere-Cone Flowfield Temperature Contours for 40 km. 
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around 23,000 K and around 21,000 K for the large radius case. Both maximum 

temperatures occur on the centerline normal shock. The other altitudes are not 

shown for brevity. Interestingly, the stagnation temperature on the bodi~s decline as 

altitude is increased, but the maximum shock temperature increases with altitude. 

The reason why high altitudes cause large shock temperatures may be better 

understood if stagnation line temperatures are examined. This examination also 

allows the effects of flowfield thermal nonequilibrium to be seen. Recall that, thermal 

nonequilibrium is indicated by a difference in the vibrational temperature and the 

translational-rotational temperature. A plot of the stagnation line temperatures are 

given in Figures 6.66 and 6.67 for altitudes of 40 km and 70 km, respectively. The 

urface of the body is located at r / RN = 0. Thermal nonequilibrium exists to varying 
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Figure 6.65. Sphere-Cone Flowfield Temperature Contours for 70 km. 

degrees for the given cases. The cases at 40 km are closer to thermal equilibrium than 

those of the higher altitude cases. Also, a comparison of the two nose radii shows 

that a.large degree of nonequilibrium is associated with the smaller rad_ius. Similar 

results are obtained at all altitudes. Note that there is no local temperature increase 

near the surface as in the PANT cases. This indicates that the sublimation effects 

are small~r for these cases and a combustion zone may not exist. 

The explanation of the high shock temperature at increasing altitude is related to 

the rate at which energy is transferred from one energy mode to the other. At lower 

altitudes, flowfield densities are higher and therefore, the particles in the flow are more 

closely spaced. The higher density of chemical species allows more collisions and in 

turn, a faster transfer of energy from the translational-rotational energy mode to the 
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·ibrational energy mode. At the higher altitudes such as 70 km, the lower densities 

cause fewer collisions and increases amount of time for energy to be transferred to 

the vibrational mode. This explains why higher altitudes correspond to high shock 

temperatures for constant velocity. 

Chemical nonequilibrium is also present in the flowfield. The stagnation line 

mass fractions for 40 km are given in Figure 6.68. For both cases, molecular oxygen 

dissociates completely as it passes through the shock. The dissociation of N 2 proceeds 

to a lesser extent then that of oxygen. Due to the levels of N2 and 0 2 , no other 

information can be obtained from this figure. To obtain more information, a semi-log 

plot of the species mass fraction is used. In Figure 6.69, the small geometry mass 

fractions are observed. CO, C, and CN are the main ablation products. Sublimation 

species C3 and C2 are present in small amounts at the surface, but they vanish 

rapidly. Note that 0 2 and O levels drop as the wall is approached. This means that 

the monatomic oxygen is used in forming CO or is forced away form the surface. Due 

to O not reaching the surface, the surface catalytic reaction that forms 0 2 from O is 

not a factor. The larger geometry mass fraction for 40 km are given in Figure 6. 70. 

The major ablation species are CO, CN, and C, as for the smaller case. Again, 0 

disappears at the surface as it is consumed to form CO. CO eventually breaks down 

to from C which later reacts with N to form C N. 

The next case to be examined is for 50 km The mass fractions along the stagnation 

line for R = 0.0127 are given in Figure 6. 71. Dissociation of both 0 2 and N2 occur 
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Figure 6.69. Stagnation Line Species Mass Fractions at 40 km, RN = 0.0127 m. 
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Figure 6. 70. Stagnation Line Species Mass Fractions at 40 km, RN = 0.127 m. 

as they pass through the shock. In this case, 0 2 forms again near the wall due to 

surface catalytic effects. This recombination indicates that more O is reaching the 

surface than as compared to the 40 km case. This is due to a decrease i:£! the level of 

C3 being sublimed which would eventually react with O and 0 2 . Comparing to the 

same geometry at 40 km, the ablation products of CO, C N, and C diffuse farther 

into the ~owfield. The mass fractions of the RN = 0.127 case are given in Figure 

6.72. Obviously, the major ablation species is CO. The sublimation species C2 an 

d C3 are negligible. As CO dissociates, the levels of C and C N rise. Comparing 

to the same geometry at 40 km, the most noticeable difference is that the ablation 

products proceed farther into the flowfield at the higher altitude. The air species 

ma s fractions change little between the cases and the shock location changes only 
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Figure 6. 71. Stagnation Line Species Mass Fractions at 50 km, RN = 0.0127 m. 

slightly. A comparison between geometries shows that the shock layer is typically 

thicker for the smaller geometry and that the ablation products diffuse farther into 

the flow. 

The final altitude that is examined is for 70 km, Figure 6. 73. For the larger 

geometry, 0 2 dissociation is nearly complete and N2 dissociates as well. The ablation 

product, _CO, is readily apparent at the surface. For the smaller geometry, both 

02 and N2 dissociate only slightly. CO is the only obvious ablation product on the 

scale given. The mass fraction for the smaller geometry are examined more closely 

in Figure 6. 7 4. From this figure, the ablation species diffuse throughout the shock 

laver. The main mechanism for ablation is oxidation. The large geometry case mass 

fractions for 70 km are in Figure 6.75. Only CO, CN, and C appear as ablation 
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Figure 6. 72. Stagnation Line Species Mass Fractions at 50 km, RN = 0.127 m. 

products. No sublimation occurs for this condition. 

A different perspective of what is occurring around the body can be gained by 

looking at the mass fractions on the surface. In Figure 6. 76, the surface mass fractions 

for the smaller geometry at 40 km are given. Near the stagnation point, CO, CN, 

and C3 are the dominant ablation products. As the flow expands and cools, the 

sublimation decrease is evident by the levels of C3 and C2 decreasing. Also as the 

flow cools, the level of CO 2 begins to increase along the surface. Notice that as 

sublimation decreases, the levels of N, 0 2 , and O increase since they are no longer 

being forced away from the surface. By the exit plane of the grid, only CO remains 

at large levels for the ablation products. 

At 70 km. Figure 6. 77 gives the surface mass fractions for the small geometry. 
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Figure 6. 7 4. Stagnation Line Species Mass Fractions at 70 km, RN = 0.0127 m. 
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CO is the major ablation species. Levels of C3 are very low and sublimation vapors 

do not force off N 0, and 0 2 . The temperatures for this case allow CO2 to exist 

along the entire surface. By comparing this case to the 40 km case, the levels of all 

ablation species are lower at 70 km and sublimation is not a factor. 

The mass fractions for RN = 0.127 m at 40 km are given in Figure 6.78. The 

most noticeable effect is the termination of sublimation near the sphere-cone juncture, 

/ R,, 1. The mass fractions of C3 C N and C2 plummet in a nearly discontinuous 

fashion. As the blowing effect stops the air species increase as rapidly in this region as 

the ablation products decrease. Comparing to Figure 6. 76 similar trends are evident 

for both cases with the large geometry experiencing the more dramatic effect. 

The large geometry mass fractions at 70 km are in Figure 6.79. o sublimation 
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is occurring. The only carbon introduced to the flow comes from CO. Comparing to 

the smaller geometry at 70 km, the largest difference is the lack of sublimation and 

the higher levels of CO for this case. The levels of CO for RN = 0.012~ are smaller 

since the sublimation species force off the surrounding O and 0 2 . 

The final issues to address are the surface effects. The species mass fractions are 

again in~estigated. The mass fraction for C3 at all altitudes and both geometries are 

given in Figure 6.80. C3 is the dominant sublimation species and appears only when 

sublimation occurs. For the smaller geometry, C3 is present in substantial amounts 

at all altitudes. The sublimation effects are negligible in most cases for the conical 

portion of the body. For RN= 0.127, sublimation effects appear only at 40 km and 

50 km. The effects of subliming species on 0 2 are seen in Figure 6.81. Notice that 
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0 2 is zero in the nose region of each geometry at 40 km. By comparing C3 levels and 

0 2 levels, 0 2 is obviously forced away from the surface as sublimation begins. This 

fact is further confirmed by Figures 6.82 and 6.83 which are for O and N respectively. 

The levels of monatomic oxygen decrease at the stagnation region as C3 is introduced 

into the flow. In the plots for O, the mass fractions on the cone are dependent on 

how much 0 2 is dissociated in the flow. The mass fractions of N also show the 

signs of being forced off of the ablator. N levels at the stagnation point increase as 

dissociation becomes stronger, but N levels begin to drop as C3 begins to be injected 

into the flowfield. 

The levels of monatomic carbon are given in Figure 6.84. Levels of C increase over 

the entire surface as altitude decreases until 40 km. The explanation is that at higher 
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Figure 6.84. Surface Mass Fractions for C. 

altitudes CO is formed at the surface and then dissociates into C and 0 .. However, 

as sublimation becomes more important, C3 fends off the oxygen species and reduces 

the CO formed. Since CO is not present to dissociate and C3 dissociates as it flows 

around the body, C cannot appear until either C3 dissociation or CO production 

occurs. This process of CO reduction is confirmed by Figure 6.85. The CO levels are 

obviously lower at 40 km near the stagnation point but resume the trend of increased 

quantity on the conical portion of the body. 

The surface mass flux is given in Figure 6.86. As altitude decreases, the mass 

flux increases. For 40 km, an interesting feature occurs at s/ RN l.0. This is the 

location where sublimation effects are decreasing rapidly and air species are no longer 

forced away from the wall. A possible explanation for the dip in mass flux is that 

ublimation has ceased but C2 and C3 remain at levels high enough to consume the 
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surrounding oxygen. Without O reaching the surface, the production of CO remains 

at a lower level. This results in a local drop in mass flux. Another possible explanation 

may be numerically related. Although the computational mesh is tightly spaced in 

the direction normal to the wall, the grid may not be refined enough to capture the 

effects of rapid gradients in the circumferential direction. A similar dip occurs for the 

RN = 0.0127 m geometry, but is not visible on the given figure. The recession rates 

for all altitudes are given in Figure 6.87. 

The heat flux distributions are given in Figures 6.88 and 6.89. A plateau for heat 

flux exists on the conical portion of the body. A clear view of the stagnation point is 

obtained in Figure 6.89. The stagnation point heating of the larger body is seen to 

be approximately 0.5 times that of the small nose case at equal altitude. 

The wall temperature distrihution is given in Figure 6.90. The temperature follows 
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Figure 6.88. Surface Heat Flux Distribution for Both Sphere-Cone Geometries. 
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Figure 6.89. Surface Heat Flux Distribution for Both Sphere-Cone Geometries. 
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expected trends which are the maximum temperature occurs at the stagnation point, 

the temperatures level-off on the cone, and the temperatures increase as altitude 

decreases. The surface pressure distribution is given in Figure 6.91. Pressure on both 

body surfaces are nearly identical. From this figure, the maximum pressure is seen to 

be around 2.5 atm. Therefore, the ablation model is well within its operating limits. 

The stagnation point recession rates for these cases are given in Figure 6.92. The 

smaller geometry experiences higher rates of recession due to larger heating rates. The 

higher heating rates cause larger amounts of sublimation to occur. The stagnation 

point wall temperatures are given in Figure 6.9_3. Again, the small nosed geometry 

xperiences higher heating rates and in turn, higher nosetip temperatures. 
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Figure 6.91. Surface Pressure Distribution for Both Sphere-Cone Geometries. 
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Figure 6.92. Stagnation Recession Rate for Both Geometries. 
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6.4.2 Mass Fluxes for Oxidation and Sublimation 
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and 

From the analysis of the chemical mass fractions on the surface, there are obvious 

regions where sublimation and oxidation dominate. In sublimation regions, air species 

are forced away from the body and C2 and C3 are abundant in the flow. Oxidation 

regions do not blow the air species away from the body. Although a qualitative feel 

has been obtained for where oxidation and sublimation occur, a more quantitative 

measure is desired. 

The first method used to quantify oxidation and sublimation effects is to examine 

the relationship between the total mass flux, the oxidation mass flux, and the subli-

mation mass flux as compared to surface temperature. In Figure 6.94, the mass fluxes 

at 40 km are given. Recall that the maximum temperatures occur at the stagnation 

point and decrease around the body. Therefore, the stagnation point is for T 3800 

K at the right of the figure. For temperatures above 3500 K, the mass flux due to 

sublimation exceeds that of oxidation and the total mass flux is approximately equal 

to m:ub· Below 3000 K, the total mass flux is essentially equal to the oxidation mass 

flux. Between 3000 K and 3500 K, a transition region exists where oxidation and 

sublimation both play a role in ablation. The most interesting point at this altitude 

occurs for the RN = 0.0127 m geometry. The sublimation mass flux becomes negative 

at T 3200 I<. This corresponds to the sphere-cone juncture where the flowfield is 

expanding. A negative sublimation mass flux is permitted by the Knudsen-Langmuir 
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Figure 6.94. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Wall Temperature on the Sphere-

Cone at 40 km. 

equation and indicates that the flowfield partial pressures of C, C2 , and/or C3 exceed 

their equilibrium vapor pressures. Although not shown here, the reason for the neg-

ative sublimation flux is due to m~
2 

and m~ being negative and m~
3 

not being large 

enough to make the sublimation mass flux positive. 

The negative sublimation mass flux has serious implications, assuming that the 

Knudsen-Langmuir model is correct. First, the negative sublimation flux indicates 

that carbon should be condensing on the surface or even in the flow, i.e., two phase 

flow. Of course on a real body, this effect may bot occur since turbulence could exist 

and alter the flowfield such that the heat flux does not allow condensation or since 

palling effects could remove the carbon as it attempts to condense. The second 

implication is that simple empirical or semi-empirical ablation models would fail to 
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Figure 6.95. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Wall Temperature on the Sphere-

Cone at 50 km. 

predict such an effect. These empirical models are largely based on recession rates 

and surface mass loss at the stagnation point. A typical empirical curve fit has the 

functional form of 

m~ = f ( Tsta 9 , Psta 9 ) • 

For the ablation studies using these curve fits, Tstag and Pstag are evaluated at the 

local \\'all conditions and condensation effects are not possible. Note that Minges 8 

reports an earlier boundary layer study that eneountered similar condensation effects. 

The next altitude t>xamined is at 50 km, Figure 6.95. Again the geometries have 

conden ation effects as indicated by a negative sublimation mass flux. This occurs 

at the phere-cone juncture. For the larger geometry the total mass flux is approx-
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Figure 6.96. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Wall Temperature on the Sphere-

Cone at 60 km. 

imately equal to the oxidation mass flux and the wall temperature does not exceed 

3500 K. For the smaller geometry, the total mass flux is roughly equal to the oxi-

dation mass flux for temperatures below 3000 K and is approximately equal to the 

sublimation mass flux for temperatures greater than 3500 K. Between 3000 K and 

3500 I< the total mass flux is a combination of oxidation and sublimation effects. 

The conditions at 60 km and 70 km are given in Figures 6.96 and 6.97, respectively. 

For the sphere-cone geometry, ablation due to sublimation is most important for 3500 

K and above. Oxidation ablation is the dominant mechanism for material removal 

below 3000 I{. 

The econd method for quantitative analysis is to examine the relationship be-

t ,. en the urface ma flux and the surface heat flux. The altitudes of 40 km 50 
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Figure 6.97. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Wall Temperature on the Sphere-

Cone at 70 km. 
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Figure 6.98. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Heat Flux at 40 km. 
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Figure 6.99. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Heat Flux at 50 km. 
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km, 60 km, and 70 km are given in Figures 6.98 though 6.101, respectively. The 

most interesting feature is the two approximately linear relationships between m~ 

and heat flux. For both geometries, two approximate linear relationships hold, for 

q < 600(W/cm 2) and for q > 1000(W/cm 2). Note for heat flux values less than 

600 (W/cm 2 ), the total mass flux is nearly equal to the oxidation mass flux and is a 

linear function of q. For heat flux values above 1000 (W/ cm2), the total mass flux is 

essentially the sublimation mass flux and is related to q through another linear rela-

tionship. For heat flux levels between 600 (W/cm 2 ) and 1000 (W/cm 2 ), the surface 

mass flux is a combination of oxidation and sublimation. This transition is linked to 

the flow expanding around the flow. 

The next concern is to determine the physical locations where sublimation and 

oxidation are important. Again oxidation, sublimation. and total mass fluxes are 
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Figure 6.100. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Heat Flux at 60 km. 
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Figure 6.101. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Heat Flux at 70 km. 
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Figure 6.102. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Surface Location at 40 km. 

examined. At the lowest altitude studied, 40 km, ablation due to sublimation is 

most important at the stagnation point, Figure 6.102. For the larger geometry, the 

sublimation mass flux becomes negative at s/ RN 1. Mass flux levels are nearly 

constant on the cone, s/ RN > 2.0, and the sublimation mass flux goes to zero. 

Examining the remaining three altitudes, Figures 6.103, 6.104, and 6.105, similar 

trends are apparent. For s / RN > 2, the sublimation mass flux is nearly zero since the 

heat flux and temperatures drop below 600 (W/ cm2) and 3000 K, respectively. The 

larger geometry has stagnation temperatures and heat fluxes low enough for little or 

no sublimation mass flux. Note that although the sublimation mass flux may be less 

than or equal to zero, each component may not be. Typically, m~ is positive or zero 
. 3 

\\·hich allows C3 to enter the flow and chemically react. For the smaller geometry, 

-ublimation effects are significant at the stagnation point for all altitudes. However, 
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Figure 6.103. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Surface Location at 50 km. 
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Figure 6.104. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Surface Location at 60 km. 
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Figure 6.105. Surface Mass Fluxes in Relation to Surface Location at 70 km. 

the sublimation mass flux is near zero by s / RN :=::::: 1. 

6.4.3 Sphere-Cone Summary 

In summary, two geometries are studied to see how ablation is affected by nose 

radius and freestream conditions. For the small nose geometry, the heat flux and 

surface temperatures are large enough for substantial amounts of sublimation to occur. 

For the larger geometry, oxidation is the primary ablation mechanism. However, as 

altitude decreases, the spherical region of the body begins to experience sublimation 

effects as well. As sublimation effects increase, flowfield species are blown or forced 

away from the surface. This causes levels of N2 , 0, and 0 2 to drop at the surface 

and due to decreased levels of 0, CO production decreases. For either geometry, the 

major ablation product is CO which is produced either by surface reactions or by 
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subsequent flowfield reactions. Products such as C and C N are also abundant. C N 

is of interest since it is produced only by subsequent reactions and is therefore the 

primary by-product of ablation species and flowfield species interacting. 

For a sphere-cone geometry, the location of sublimation and oxidation effects can 

be quantified by examining the surface heat flux and temperature. Also, under certain 

conditions, the sublimation model predicts condensation of the carbon-vapor species. 
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evidence from the PANT 9 project. To test the ablation model, solutions for both the 

flowfield and solid were required. The flowfield and solid models had been previously 

verified. The comparison resulted in two observations for the ablation scheme. The 

thermo-chemical ablation model in conjunction with the flowfield and solid numerical 

methods was very good at predicting surface stagnation temperatures over a wide 

range of freestream conditions. The second observation was that the ablation model 

had certain limitations. The surface pressure had to be less than 100 atm for the 

model to be truly valid and accurate. For pressures exceeding 100 atm, the model 

failed to adequately predict surface recession. This discrepancy was shown to be 

related to thermo-mechanical ablation or spalling effects. 

7.2 Case Studies 

The investigation for the PANT cases allowed important physical properties to 

be examined. The properties included flowfield temperatures, surface recession rates, 

surface temperatures, and chemical species in the flow and on the surface. The 

examination showed how the chemical species interacted with one another and how 

flowfield properties, such as temperature, had an effect on surface ~ublimation and 

oxidation. 

The numerical model was also used to investigate ablation for typical ballistic 

projectiles, sphere-cones geometries. Two geometries were studied at a variety of 

altitudes varying from 40 km to 80 km. The smaller nose geometry experienced 

higher heating rates than the larger geometry for identical altitudes. These higher 
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heating rates led to higher ablation rates. For the small nose geometry, the heat flux 

and surface temperatures were large enough for substantial amounts of sublimation 

to occur. For the larger geometry, oxidation was the primary ablation mechanism. 

However, as altitude decreased, the spherical region of the body began to experience 

sublimation effects as well. Comparing oxidation and sublimation mass fluxes to 

surface temperatures and heat fluxes allowed quantitative values to be established 

for oxidation and sublimation. For temperatures above 3500 I< or 1000 W/cm 2 , 

sublimation was the main contributor to ablation mass loss. For temperatures below 

3000 K or 600 W/ cm 2 , oxidation was the chief ablation mechanism. Also, the sphere-

cone study has shown that simple empirical or semi-empirical ablation models may 

not be adequate since they omit the possibility of surface condensation effects. For 

either geometry, the major ablation product was CO which was produced either by 

surface reactions or by subsequent flow-field reactions. Also of interest was C N. C N 

is sometimes neglected in ablation studies but is actually one of the major ablation 

by-products for a graphite ablator. 

7 .3 Recommendations 

7.3.1 Continuing Research 

To further validate the ablation model, other experimental evidence needs to be 

found for comparison purposes. In particular, a wide range of freestream enthalpies 

are de ired. A selection of test specimens with widely varied geometries would be 

de~irable. Te t data at points. other than the stagnation point would be useful in 
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A Physical Constants 
Constants required for the physical model of the flowfield are listed in this ap-

pendix. The chemical kinetics constants are given first. This includes values for the 

forward reaction rates 49 , 60 and are given in Tables A.l and A.2. Coefficients for 

the equilibrium constant curve fits are given in Table A.3 36 for Park data. The 

coefficients due to curve fits by McBride et. al. are given in Tables A.4 and A.5 62 . 

The equilibrium constant due to Park is calculated using the following expression 

(A.l) 

The molecular constants necessary to calculate vibrational energy and total energy 

are the molecular weights, the heats of formation, the vibrational degeneracies, and 

the characteristic vibrational temperatures. These values are given in Table A.6. 

The final relevant constants are needed to calculate viscosities and thermal con-

ductivities. These are the coefficients used in the Blottner curve fit and are listed in 

Table A.7. 
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Table A.1. Coefficients for the Forward Dissociation Reaction Rates. 

Reaction Partner C ( ma ) 
fm kmol·s T/m 0dm (K) 

1 N 2 + M r= N + N + M N2, 02, NO, C3 3. 70 X 1018 -1.6 113200 

CO2, C2, C N, CO 3.70 X 1018 -1.6 113200 

N,O,C 1.11 X 1019 -1.6 113200 

2 0 2 + M r= 0 + 0 + M N2, 02, NO, C3 2.75 X 1016 -1.0 59500 

CO2, C2, C N, CO 2. 75 X 1016 -1.0 59500 

N,O,C 8.25 X 1016 -1.0 59500 

3 NO+ M r= N + 0 + M N2, 02, NO, C3 2.30 X 1014 -0.5 75500 

C02,C2,CN,CO 2.30 X 1014 -0.5 75500 

N,O,C 4.60 X 1014 -0.5 75500 

4 C3 + M r== C2 + C + M All 1.60 X 1013 1.00 87480 

5 co'&+ M r== co+ o + M All 1.20 X 108 0.50 36850 

6 C2 + M r== C + C + M All 4.50 X 1015 -1.00 70930 

7 CO+ M r== C + 0 + M All 8.50 X 1016 -1.00 129000 

:-, CN+Mr==C+N+M All 2.50 X 1011 0.00 71000 
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Table A.2. Coefficients for the Forward Exchange Reaction Rates. 

II I Reaction 

9 N2 + 0 r= NO+ N 3.18 X 1010 0.10 37700 

10 NO+ 0 r= N + 02 2.16 X 105 1.29 19220 

11 co+ or= c + 02 2.00 X 107 1.00 69500 

12 CN+Or=NO+C 1.60 X 1010 0.10 14600 

13 CO2+ 0 r== 02 + CO 3.00 X 105 1.00 18210 

14 CO+ Cr= C2 + 0 4.10 X 107 0.50 59790 

15 N2 +Cr= CN + N 2.00 X 1011 0.00 23200 

16 CN +Cr= C2 +N 5.00 X 1010 0.00 13000 

17 C3+ C C2 + C2 1.70 X 106 1.50 19580 

18 CO+N~CN+O 2.00 X 1011 0.00 38600 

19 CO+N~No+c 9.00 X 1013 -1.00 53200 

20 CO+ CO CO2+ C 1.00 X 10° 2.00 72390 

21 C2 +CO~ C3+ 0 1.20 X 1010 0.00 43240 

22 CO+ CO r= C2 + 02 9.20 X 108 0.75 163300 

23 CO+ NO CO2+ N 1.00 X 10° 2.00 20980 

24 N2 + 02 r== NO+ NO 6.69 X 106 -2.54 64639 
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Table A.3. Equilibrium Constant Coefficients from Park. 

II Reaction II Aom I Aim Asm II 

3 1000.0 1.476600 1.692100 1.215300 -11.457000 -0.009444 

4 1000.0 0.509890 2.4 77300 1.713200 -6.544100 0.029591 

6 1000.0 0.507650 0.735750 0.480420 -7.497900 -0.016247 

11 1.0 0.969210 0.893290 0.735310 -3.959600 0.006818 

12 1.0 -0.002428 -1.741500 -1.233100 -0.953650 -0.045850 
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Table A.4. Equilibrium Constant Coefficients from McBride (A). 

II s II Range (I<) I a1 II 

N2 T < 1000 3.6916 -1.3332 X 10-3 -2.6503 X 10- 6 -9. 7688 X 10- 10 

T 21000 2.8546 + 1.5976 X 10- 3 -6.2566 X 10- 7 +1.1316 X 10- 10 

02 T < 1000 3.7189 -2.5167 X 10- 3 +8.5837 X 10- 6 -8.2999 X 10- 9 

T 2 1000 3.5976 + 7.8145 X 10- 4 -2.2387 X 10- 7 +4.2490 X 10-ll 
NO T < 1000 4.1469 -4.1197 X 10- 3 +9.6922 X 10- 6 -7.8633 X 10- 9 

T > 1000 3.1529 + 1.4060 X 10- 3 -5. 7078 X 10- 7 + 1.0628 X 10- 10 

C3 T < 1000 2.6326 +9.4186 X 10- 3 -9.5932 X 10- 6 +5.5796 X 10- 9 

T 2 1000 4.7125 +2.9027 X 10- 3 -1.2142 X 10- 6 +2.284 7 X 10-lO 
CO2 T < 1000 2.1701 + 1.0378 X 10- 2 -1.0733 X 10- 5 +6.3459 X 10- 9 

T > 1000 4.4129 +3.1923 X 10- 3 -1.2978 X 10- 6 +2.414 7 X 10- 10 

C2 T < 1000 7.5089 -1.0647 X 10- 2 + 1.0076 X 10- 5 -8.6214 X 10- 10 

T > 1000 4.0454 + 1.6972 X 10- 4 + 1.5859 X 10- 7 -5.5266 X 10-ll 
co T < 1000 3.7871 -2.1710 X 10- 3 +5.0757 X 10- 6 -3.4 738 X 10- 9 

T 2 1000 2.9512 + 1.5526 X 10- 3 -6.1911 X 10- 7 +1.1350 X 10-lO 
CN T < 1000 3.8528 -2.7632 X 10- 3 +6.8570 X 10- 6 -5.4132 X 10- 9 

T 2 1000 3.6022 +3.4086 X 10-4 +9. 7162 X 10- 8 -1.5825 X 10-ll 
N T < 1000 2.5148 -1.1244 X 10- 4 +2.9648 X 10- 7 -3.2464 X 10- 10 

T 2 1000 2.4422 + 1.2276 X 10- 4 -8.4993 X 10- 8 +2.1400 X 10-ll 
0 T < 1000 3.0219 -2.1737 X 10- 3 +3. 7542 X 10- 6 -2.9947 X 10- 9 

.T 2 1000 2.5373 -1.8422 X 10- 5 -8.8018 X 10- 9 +5.9643 X 10- 12 

C T < 1000 2.5409 -2.2110 X 10- 4 +4. 7364 X 10- 7 -4.5292 X 10- 10 

T 2 1000 2.5795 -1.4365 X 10- 4 + 7.2256 X 10- 8 - 7.4167 X 10- 12 
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Table A.5. Equilibrium Constant Coefficients from McBride (B). 

II s II Range (I<) I 11 

N2 T < 1000 -9.9772 X 10- 14 -1.0628 X 103 +2.2875 X 10° 
T 2 1000 - 7.6897 X 10- 15 -8.9017 X 102 +6.3903 X 10° 

02 T < 1000 +2. 7082 X 10- 12 -1.0577 X 103 +3.9081 X 10° 
T 2 1000 -3.3460 X 10- 15 -1.1928 X 103 +3.7493 X 10° 

NO T < 1000 -2.2310 X 10- 12 +9.7448 X 103 +2.5694 X 10° 
T 2 1000 - 7.3721 X 10- 15 +9.8522 X 103 +6.9446 X 10° 

C3 T < 1000 -1.4241 X 10- 12 +9.4311 X 104 +8.0788 X 10° 
T 2 1000 -1.5986 X 10- 14 +9.3752 X 104 -2.5304 X 10° 

CO2 T < 1000 -1.6281 X 10- 12 -4.8353 X 104 +l.0664 X 101 

T 2 1000 -1.6743 X 10- 14 -4.8944 X 104 -7.2876 X 10-l 
C2 T < 1000 -1.7520 X 10- 12 +9.8802 X 104 -1.6077 X 101 

T 2 1000 +4.8592 X 10- 15 +9.9610 X 104 + 1.2813 X 10° 
co T < 1000 +7.7217 X 10- 13 -1.4364 X 104 +2.6335 X 10° 

T 2 1000 -7.7883 X 10- 15 -1.4232 X 104 +6.5314 X 10° 
CN T < 1000 + 1.4906 X 10- 12 +4. 7 410 X 104 +2.9718 X 10° 

T 2 1000 -4.1425 X 10- 16 +4. 7310 X 104 +3.5521 X 10° 
N T < 1000 + 1.2595 X 10- 13 +5.6128 X 104 +4.1193 X 10° 

T 2 1000 -1.2511 X 10- 15 +5.6149 X 104 +4.4926 X 10° 
0 T < 1000 +9.0778 X 10- 13 +2.9137 X 104 +2.6460 X 10° 

T 2 1000 -5.57 43 X 10- 16 +2.9230 X 104 +4.9468 X 10° 
C T < 1000 + 1.6020 X 10- 13 +8.5448 X 104 +4.5733 X 10° 

T 2 1000 +l.3706 X 10- 17 +8.5426 X 104 +4.3214 X 10° 
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Table A.6. Molecular Constants for Gaseous Flowfield Species Model. 

species M (~) s kmol ho (L) s kg 9s,r 0v,,,r (K) 

N2 28.0 0 1 3395.0 

02 32.0 0 1 2239.0 

NO 30.0 2.996123 X 106 1 2817.0 

C3 36.0 2.202300 X 107 1 1769.5 

2 90.6 

1 2934.9 

CO2 44.0 -8.941200 X 106 1 1930.0 

2 960.1 

1 3379.6 

C2 24.0 3.483900 X 107 1 2668.5 

co 28.0 -3.945700 X 106 1 3121.2 

CN 26.0 1.549400 X 107 1 2975.3 

N 14.0 3.362161 X 107 0 -

0 16.0 1.543119 107 0 -

C 12.0 5.967200 X 107 0 -
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Table A. 7. Species Viscosity Coefficients for the Blottner et al Model. 

II species II II 

N2 0.0268142 0.3177838 -11.3155513 

02 0.0449290 -0.0826158 -9.2019475 

NO 0.0436378 -0.0335511 -9.5767430 

C3 -0.0147000 0.8811000 -13.5051000 

CO2 -0.0195274 1.0478180 -14.3221200 

C2 -0.0031000 0.6920000 -12.6127000 

co -0.0195274 1.0132950 -13.9787300 

CN -0.0025000 0.6810000 -12.4914000 

N 0.0115572 0.6031679 -12.4327 495 

0 0.0203144 0.4294404 -11.6031403 

C -0.0001000 0.7928000 -13.4154000 
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B Generalized Transformation 
The purpose of this appendix is to explain how the transformation from Cartesian 

coordinates to general curvilinear coordinates is implemented. The transformation is 

denoted as 

(x,y) ((,77). (B.l) 

This transformation may also be indicated by writing the general coordinates as 

functions of the Cartesian coordinates such that 

e - ((x,y) 

7] 77(x,y). 

Using the chain rule of partial differentiation, the following relationships are known 

or in matrix form 

a 
ox 
a 

oy 

[ : ] [ lx 7Jx l [ : l · 
8y (y 7]y 8T] 

These relationships are used to define F' and G' where 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 
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where a = 0 for two-dimensional cases and a = 1 for axi ) mmetric cases. To deter-

mine he transformed fluxes. the metrics of the transformation ex T/x (y T/y must be 

cal ulated. However. the metrics cannot simply be differenced in their present form. 

n example of uch a difference is 

ex= ae 
ox 

ei+I,j - ei,j 

i+l/2,j 

This is not usable since certain regions of the mesh may allow the denominator to be 

zero. A similar analysis hold for the remaining metrics. Therefore another method 

is necessary to evaluate the metrics. 

This method is to obtain the derivatives of the Cartesian variables with respect to 

the general coordinates and then use algebraic relations to calculate tx, T/x, ty, and T/y· 

This approach is developed by first expressing the Cartesian coordinates as functions 

of the general coordinates where 

X x(t,77) 

y = y(~, 77). 

Again the chain rule of partial differentiation is used to give 

and in matrix form 

8 
ae 
8 
877 
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Inverting the above matrix equation yields 

By comparing elements from matrices, the following identities are established: 

ex= j, 
-yf, 

T/x = J' 

e - -XT/ 
y- J 

Xf, 
T/y = J . 

For finite differenced metrics, xe, Xr,, Yr,, and Yr,, the denominators are taken to be ~e 
and ~T/ which are set to one. This is an arbitrary selection that aids in simplifying 

the computations involved. The second order differencing of the metrics is dependent 

upon the face of the cell. For (i,j + ½), 

ax 
ae . ·+1 i,J 2 

ox 
o,,, .. +1 i,J 2 

oy 
oe .. +1 i,J 2 

oy 
o,,, .. +1 i,J 2 

For ( i + ½, j), 

ox 
ae ·+1 • 

t 213 

ax 
or, ·+ 1 • 

t 2 ,J 

4 

Yi+l,j+l - Yi,j+l 

Yi,i+2 + Yi+1,i+2 - Yi,i - Yi+i,i 

4 

Xi+2,j+2 + Xi+2,j - Xi,j+l - Xi,j 

4 



f)y 

8( •+½,i 
oy 
OTJ i+½,i 

Yi+2,i+2 + Yi+2,j - Yi,i+l - Yi,i 
4-
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ote for this transformation to be valid, the transformation Jacobian, J, must 

always be nonzero. This corresponds to a one-to-one or point-to-point relationship 

between the two planes. For this study, the transformation Jacobian also has physical 

meaning. Recall for transformations, 

dxdy Jd(dTJ 

D..xD..y - J t:iet:iT/ 

D..xD..y J. 

Therefore, the transformation Jacobian is equivalent to the cell volume given t:ie = 

D..TJ = l. 

For convenience, the following normalized metrics are defined. 

I ex I ey I T/x I T/y 
s . = ----;:=== s . = -,::===== s . = ---;==== s . = ---;==== 
ix Jt; + e;' iy Je; + e;' JX JT/; + TJ;' JY JT/; + T/; 

These normalized metrics are identical to the surface cosines of the cells. In terms of 

the physical space, 

The computational fluxes in terms of the normalized metrics are 

(B.4) 
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G' (B.5) 

(B.6) 

Finally the contra variant velocities on the ( i + ½, j) surface are defined as 

u' 

v' 

These velocities are defined as 

u' 

v' 

for the ( i, j + ½) surface. 
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C The Flux Jacobians 
The split flux Jacobians At and B';, are derived in detail in this section. Recall 

that these flux Jacobians are based on the inviscid flux. The derivation is for a 

general situation of a multi-species flowfield with two spatial dimensions and two 

internal energy modes. 

The major result of this derivation is the process for determining the eigenvalues 

of the flux Jacobians. The eigenvalues allow the split fluxes to be determined. These 

fluxes in turn, permit the upwinding scheme to be implemented. The eigenvalues 

of the matrices also indicate the characteristic nature of the system. In this study, 

all eigenvalues are shown to be real which indicates that the inviscid portion of the 

equations are hyperbolic. 

The eigenvalues of A'n and B'n can be directly calculated from these matrices. 

However these matrices are very complex and obtaining the eigenvalues is compli-

cated. An alternative to finding the eigenvalues of A'n and B'n is to use a similarity 

transformation that produces sparse matrices A and iJ. This transformation is rep-

re ented as 

A'n 5-l AS 

B'n 5-l BS 



where 

A 

iJ 

and 

avaF;n 
---au av 
avaGt 
---au av 

av 5 = au· 
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Note that the matrix S could be inverted directly to get s-1 . But, the matrix is 

straightforward to calculate as 

Since Sis non-singular, the eigenvalues of A and A'n are not changed by the similarity 

transformation. Similar results are obtained for iJ and B'n. 

The Jacobian S is based on the primitive variable vector V. As pointed out in 

chapter 5, the primitive variable vector is non-unique and several possibilities are 

available. For this study, 

(C.1) 



The matrix 1s 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 
av (C.2) s = 8[/ = -~ -~ .!. 0 0 0 p p p 

-~ V 0 .!. 0 0 p p p 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

.EE_ _£L _El?__ _El?__ EE.. 
8p1 8pn$ 8(pu) 8(pv) 8Ev 8E 

In order to determine the proper derivatives, it is useful to express the pressure in 

terms of the conserved variables 

The derivatives of p with respect to the conserved variables are 

8p ( R R ) R [ 1 2 2 o] - = - - -ev$ T + - -(u + V) - hs 
8ps Ms Cv Cv 2 

8p R 
8(pu) --u 

Cv 
8p R 

8(pv) --v Cv 
8p R 

8Ev .Cv 
8p R 
8E Cv 

\
1vhere 

1 R= RL~-Cv = - LPsCv,, (C.4) p s p s Afs 
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I 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 
..,_I 8U 

( .5 - 0 0 0 e, · u u p 

r t' 0 p 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

oE oE 8E 8£ fJE 8E 
0/Jl OOn5 OU 01.' 8E 8p 

The total ener!rY can be e)..--pres ed. in term of the primi iYe Yariables. 

(C.6) 

I 
- u 
2 

ho 
s 

BE 
au pu ( -
8E - pv [), 

8E 
8E 1 

8E c; 
op R 
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The next concern is the exact forms for A and B. 

u' 0 

0 u' I 
sixPns 

I 
siyPns 0 0 

- av aF; Je~ + ~; u' s' (C.8) A= au av= 0 0 0 0 p 

I 

0 0 0 u' 0 p 

0 0 S~xEv s~yEv u' 0 

0 0 s~ pa2 
tX s~ pa2 

ty 0 u' 

v' 0 

0 v' I 
SjxPns 

I 
siyPns 0 0 

B- av aa~ JTJ; + TJ; I (C.9) = au av = 0 0 v' 0 0 p 

0 0 0 v' 0 s'• 
:J1L 

p 

0 0 S5xEv S5yEv v' 0 

0 0 s'- pa2 
JX s'- pa2 

JY 0 v' 

ote that the coefficients in front of these matrices do not effect the eigenvalues for 

either matrix. The eigenvalues of A and B are determined from 

where 
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The eigenvalue are 

[ 

ns ] -------• I II II I AA' = drng u , • • ·, u , u + a: u u . u - a (C.10) 

' d" r~ ' ' 1 1 
] AB' = iag lv · · · v v + a, v v v - a (C.11) 

where the speed of sound is defined as 

(C.12) 

The associated left eigenvectors are obtained from the following relationships 

(C.13) 

(C.14) 

The eigenvectors in matrix form are given below. 

1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 -Pn~ 
pa2 

L.4' = 0 0 I pas,x I pas,y 0 1 (C.15) 

0 0 -s~ I 0 0 ty S;_z-

0 0 0 0 1 -E, 
pa2 

0 0 -pa -pa I 0 1 tr ,y 



1 0~ 

0 1 .P..fil_ 
2pa 2 

L -1 0 0 s' 
A' - 2pa 

0 0 
s~ 
.:..211.... 
2pa 

0 0 & 
2pa 

0 0 ! 
2 

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

LB,= 0 0 -S'· JY 

0 0 I pasjx 

0 0 0 

0 0 I -pasjx 

0 0 

0 0 

-s~ ty 0 

I 8 ix 0 

0 1 

0 0 

0 

0 

I sjx 

I pasiY 

0 

I -pasiY 

...P.l...... 
2pa 2 

Elli. 
pa2 

-six 
2pa 

-s( 
--21L. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

2pa 

& 
2pa 

! 
2 

=1!1.. 
pa2 

-pns 
pa2 

0 

1 

-Ev 
pa2 

1 
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(C.16) 

(C.17) 



L -1 
B' -

Finally, the flux J acobians are 

The split fluxes are 

where 

1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 ..P..n.L 
2pa2 

I 

0 0 -s'• 
JY 2pa 

0 0 I s' 
sjx ....J.1L 

2pa 

0 0 0 lb.. 
2pa 

0 0 0 1 
2 

1 
AA~ = 2 (AA, + IAA1 I) 

1 
AA' = - (AA1 - IAA1 I) - 2 

1 
AB'+ = 2 (AB,+ IAB1 I) 

1 • 
AB' = - (AB, - IAB,I). - 2 

0 En!. 
pa2 

I 

0 -s,z 
2pa 

0 -s' 
_.lJl 
2pa 

1 lb.. 
2pa 

0 1 
2 

( . J ) 

(C.19) 

(C.20) 

(C.21) 

(C.22) 

(C.23) 

(C.24) 

(C.25) 

(C.26) 
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D The Implicit Viscous Matrices 
'I he viscous mat. rin•s introdt1c<'d cl II ring t,lic: nurncrical mdhod dc•ri va.t,io11 arc• gi vc 11 

her•. Th,-. c matricc·s arc' for th<' approximate• irnpli it scll<.'ITl( and arc clc•not.c•cl H,H M11 

aml f<c,r this study, 

pl) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 

0 0 

Mr, = Jr(;. + 11; 
0 0 pf) 0 0 0 0 

0 . . . ... 0 11, + s1;;(p, + ,\) I I ( ·'J11·~ju1 /Ii I,\) 0 0 

0 . . . ... 0 -~111·~1111(/1, + ,\) /J, ,2 ( j- ' i11 /l, I ,\) 0 0 

m J . . . ... mn11 0 0 11;,, 0 

0 0 

where 

(D. I) 

and 

m.~ .... 0 for ., - nrn -t I , • • • , n.<J ( D.'.2) 

'J lw .la< ohian that tran:;forrn1, tli<· ·on 1, •rvcd variablcH to t,li<' pri rn i t,i w• va.riab.lcH 

is ba < d <m itw following primitive variable• vc•d<>r. 

\/ ( 'JI '/ ')'/' P1, ... , fJw,, u, v, v, 
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The Jacobian is 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 8p1 OPna 

N= av -u .=3! 1 0 0 0 
au p p p 

-v 0 1 0 0 p p p 

8Tv 8Tv 0 0 8Tv 0 8p1 OPna 8Ev 

8T 8T 8T 8T 8T 8T 
8p1 OPna opu opv 8Ev oE 

The mass fractions are evaluated such that 

acs Dsr - Cs (D.4) --
apr p 

where Dsr = 1 when s = r and Dsr = 0 when s =/-r. The derivatives of temperature, 

T, with respect to the conserved variables are 

aT l(u 2 + v2 ) - h 0 
- Tc 2 s v,s 

aT 
a(pu) 

-u 

aT -v 
a(pv) = pcv 

aT 1 
aE PCv 



T. 
p 

--- L --------
PC:~ 

oE 
iJT~ 

o R ; L---I: 
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